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Abstract

This thesis presents theoretical work on the intermediate band solar cell
(IBCS). It is divided into two main parts: The �rst part is an introduction
to basic solar cell physics and a presentation of central parts of the physics
of the IBSC. The intention is not to give a complete review of these topics,
but to provide readers unfamiliar to solar cell physics the basic knowledge
needed to understand the scienti�c papers that constitutes part two of the
thesis.

The intermediate band solar cell is a photovoltaic concept with a theo-
retical e�ciency limit of 63.2 %. This is over 50 % higher than the 40.7 %
limit for conventional photovoltaic cells. The feature that distinguishes the
IBSC from other photovoltaic concepts is that it allows electrons to be ex-
cited from low energy electron states to high energy states in a two-step
process via an intermediate band (IB). This allows a more e�ective harvest
of the energy of the photons impinging on the cell, than in ordinary solar
cells where only transitions directly from the low energy states to the high
energy states are allowed.

Theoretical e�ciencies can be calculated for various combinations of
band gaps and light concentrations. For conventional solar cells it has been
shown that the theoretical e�ciency of cells with band gaps lower than the
optimal can be increased when spectral selectivity is applied. Spectral se-
lectivity means that the cell absorptivity of certain photon energies above
the band gap is set to zero. In this work it is shown that the theoretical
e�ciency increases for several band gap combinations and light concentra-
tions for the IBSC, when spectral selectivity is applied. For some spectra,
the e�ciency of a spectrally selective IBSC can surpass the e�ciency limit
found without spectral selectivity. To give an example, the e�ciency limit
for an IBSC under the 1 sun 6000 K black body spectrum increases from
46.8 % to 48.5 % when spectral selectivity is applied. No change is found for
the fundamental 63.2 % limit for fully concentrated black body radiation.

For the two-step generation process to work properly, the intermediate
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band has to be partially �lled with electrons to allow transitions both to
and from the IB. It has previously been assumed that one either has to use
materials that have a partially �lled IB in thermal equilibrium or use doping
to assure that the IB is partially �lled. This work investigates the possibility
of partially �lling the IB with electrons that are photogenerated from the
valence band, so called photo�lling. In a model based on detailed balance
principles it is found that a practically usable photo�lling can be obtained
when the density of states in the IB has values typical for IBs formed by
quantum dot superlattices, particularly when the light is concentrated. It is
also shown how the �lling varies with the voltage of the solar cell and the
position of the IB in the main band gap.

A drift-di�usion model for the IBSC which allows for photo�lling, that
is, the IB-�lling is treated as a variable, is also developed. By use of this
model it is shown how the mutual sizes of the absorption cross-sections for
transitions over the sub-band gaps can give rise to spatial variations in the
�lling. These spatial variations will result in electric �elds that can drive
the carriers in the conduction band and valence band in opposite directions.
If this e�ect is present in real cells this observation has the practical con-
sequence that the cell should be designed in a way which assures that the
electric �eld push the electrons in the right direction.

The drift-di�usion model is also used to determine whether an un�lled
or a half-�lled IB in thermal equilibrium results in the highest e�ciency.
This is found to depend on the mutual sizes of the absorption cross sections
for transitions via the IB. The optimal �lling is examined for a particular
example.

To investigate the optimal �lling further, models based on detailed bal-
ance principles are applied to see how the optimal �lling is a�ected by var-
ious parameters. The optimal �lling is found to vary with the band gaps,
the overlap between the absorption coe�cients, the light concentration and
the mutual sizes of the absorption cross-sections for transitions over the sub-
band gaps. The negative e�ect of a non-optimal �lling is shown to depend on
the absorptivity of the cell, the overlap between the absorption coe�cients
as well as the density of states in the IB. Two main e�ects are identi�ed as
determinative for the optimal �lling. The �rst is the pursuit for a maximized
net generation rate via the IB. The second e�ect is the irreversible losses due
to overlapping absorption coe�cients. These should be as small as possible.

An ideality that is assumed in most theoretical work on the IBSC is
that the IB has no energetical width. Previously a fundamental limit has
been found by Levy and Honsberg for the minimal e�ect of this width on
the cell e�ciency. In this thesis an attempt is made to investigate how
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the thermalized nature of the IB-electrons a�ects the e�ciency of IBSCs
with a wide IB. To obtain numerical results, two sets of idealized absorption
coe�cients based on di�erent assumptions are derived. For IBs with non-
overlapping absorption coe�cients, the e�ciency deviates only slightly from
the fundamental limit when the IB-width is below 0.15 eV. When the width
increases, so does the di�erence between the fundamental limit and the
e�ciency calculated with the thermalized nature of the IB-electrons taken
into account. One of the sets of absorption coe�cients increases more steeply
with the photon energy than the other. It is found that the reduction in
e�ciency is smaller for the absorption coe�cients with the steeper increase.

E�ciencies are also calculated when the absorption coe�cients are over-
lapping in the energy range which is assumed to be a�ected by the IB-width.
The di�erence in e�ciency between the fundamental limit and the e�ciencies
found in this work can be reduced, as compared to in the non-overlapping
case, when the IB-width approaches 1 eV. In some of the investigated cases,
the decrease in e�ciency due to an increase in the IB-width is still signif-
icantly higher than the e�ciency limit for single band gap cells. In other
cases, however, the e�ciency shows a devastating drop when the width of
the IB goes from 0 to 1 eV.

The models presented in the thesis are idealized and based on assump-
tions that might not be ful�lled in real devices. Before transferring the
results to real devices one should �rst be assured that the assumptions that
have been made in the modeling are valid. If not, analyzes based on more
advanced models might be required before conclusions can be drawn.
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This thesis represents the �nal stop of a four and a half year academic and
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the work will turn out to be useful for the understanding of the intermediate
band solar cell. Even if just a single person �nds some of my work useful at
a single occasion it has not been in vain.

A number of people deserves an acknowledgement for their support dur-
ing my time as a PhD-student. First of all I would like to thank my super-
visor Turid Worren Reenaas for her enthusiasm and never-ending optimism
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using his experience and knowledge to give me inputs while I was writing
the thesis.

Sharing room with Sedsel Fretheim Thomassen for four years has been a
true pleasure. I thought it would be hard to replace Sedsel when she had her
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The more and more convincing evidence suggesting that anthropogenic emis-
sions of greenhouse gases is rising the average global temperature [1], has
induced a massive public interest in how to limit the negative impacts of
these climate changes. The main source of the detrimental emissions is the
worlds consumption of fossil fuels. This, combined with the inevitable fact
that the amounts of fossil fuels are limited, is causing an increasing interest
in the development of non-polluting renewable energy sources. It is under-
stood that these issues cannot be solved by a single technology. Research
and development of several environmentally friendly and sustainable energy
sources are required to satisfy the energy demand of the world's increas-
ing population. In this thesis, one of these technologies, the intermediate
band solar cell, is explored theoretically. After a short introduction of the
potential of solar cells as an energy technology, an overview of the physics
of conventional solar cells is given in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the essential
aspects of the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) are presented to provide
the reader with the necessary knowledge to comprehend papers I-V which
presents new theoretical work on the IBSC and constitute the core of this
thesis.

In 2007 the global electricity generation amounted to almost 20 000 TWh.
Renewable energy technologies accounted for 18 % of the total generation [2].
Today hydropower and energy from biomass are the most important renew-
able energy sources, with solar and wind power as runner ups [3]. Solar
power is divided into two main branches, thermal solar power - where the
solar energy is transformed to heat before it is subsequently transformed to
electricity, and photovoltaics - where the solar energy is transformed directly
to electricity. The electricity producing panels that we call solar cells and
mount on our roof tops are photovoltaic devices. Photovoltaic electricity
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2 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The tree generations of photovoltaic technologies position di�er-
ently in an e�ciency-cost plot. The �gure is taken from Green [5].

production accounted for only a small fraction of the total global electric-
ity production. The installed photovoltaic capacity corresponds to slightly
above 1 % of the total installed renewable capacity [4].

A key to increase the installation of photovoltaic capacity is of course to
make it economically competitive. The technologies constituting the photo-
voltaic branch of the solar energy technologies are often divided into three
generations [5]. The division is done with respect to the various strategies
that the generations represent to make photovoltaic energy conversion eco-
nomically viable. A visualization of these generations is shown in �gure
1.1. The �rst generation of photovoltaic solar cells is relatively expensive
and typically give e�ciencies from 15-20%. Second generation technologies
aim to produce devices which are su�ciently cheap to deliver electricity at
a lower price per kWh. The last group, the third generation, are advanced
technologies aiming to give cheaper energy due to high cell e�ciencies. The
third generation cells are more technologically advanced, and have higher
theoretical e�ciency limits, than �rst and second generation cells. Theoret-
ical e�ciency limits are described closer in section 2 and section 3.

Today the photovoltaic market is dominated by crystalline silicon cells -
a �rst generation technology. Silicon is non-toxic and highly abundant, two
very desirable properties. In fact, it is the second most common element
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in the earth's crust, only beaten by oxygen. An important drawback of the
silicon solar cells is the large amount of energy that is required in the produc-
tion of high-quality silicon. The energy payback time1 has been decreasing
steadily, however, and are now approximately 1.5 years for state-of-the-art
silicon cells [6]. With a guaranteed lifetime of typically 20-25 years, the sili-
con cells multiply the energy invested in manufacturing them, but the price
of the energy delivered by solar cells is still relatively high.
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Figure 1.2: The global installed PV-power per region. The �gure is taken
from the European Photovoltaic Industry Association [7].

Despite today's high cost of photovoltaic energy, generous feed-in tari�s
in countries like Germany and Spain, have caused a boom in the PV-market,
as shown in �gure 1.2 [7]. This has started a positive spiral of technology
improvements and falling prices which fuels a hope that the PV-industry
will be able to reach grid-parity2 in more and more segments of the energy
market. Today, grid-parity is reached in a few areas like California, but
only during times of the day and times of the year when the electricity
consumption is high. It has been forecasted, however, that by 2020 grid-
parity will be reached in several countries, including Australia and southern
Europe as well as large parts of northern Europe, Japan and the USA as

1The energy payback time is the time required for the solar cell to deliver the amount
of energy it took to manufacture it.

2Grid-parity is the limit where the price of electricity produced by solar cells equals
the price of electricity delivered by the electricity grid.



4 Introduction

shown in �gure 1.3 [8], due to reduced cost and increased e�ciency of PV-
modules.

Figure 1.3: As the cost of silicon based photovoltaic modules decreases,
grid-parity will be reached in a growing number of locations. The �gure is
re-printed with permission from the Renewable Energy Corporation [8].

The predictions of the silicon cells to reach grid-parity in important mar-
kets in only a decade is not stopping the development of and research on
other PV-technologies. To address the energy needs and climate challenges
at a broad front, a wide variety of photovoltaic technologies are being ex-
plored by scientists all over the world. This includes conventional cells made
of materials such as gallium arsenide, cadmium telluride and copper indium
gallium diselenide as well as more exotic technologies like dye sensitized solar
cells, polymer based solar cells, tandem cells, hot carrier cells and interme-
diate band solar cells [9]-[14].

While commercial silicon cells typically has an e�ciency in the range
13 to 20 %, the current world record for photovoltaic energy conversion is
41.6% and was reported by Spectrolab in 2009 [15]. The record was set using
a triple-junction tandem cell. Triple-junction tandem cells are structures
with three solar cells with di�erent optical properties stacked on top of
each other. The large gap between the record e�ciency and the e�ciency
of commercial cells shows that it is technological possible to harvest much
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more of the energy coming from the sun than what is the case today. As
will be described in more detail later, the intermediate band solar cell is
a particularly interesting photovoltaic concept because it has a theoretical
e�ciency limit of comparable size to the triple junction tandem cell, but
can, if suitable materials are found, be implemented in a less complicated
way. While the triple junction tandem cell consists of three cells stacked on
top of each other, the intermediate band solar cell consists of a single cell.
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Chapter 2

Solar cell physics

Before relevant parts of the physics of the intermediate band solar cell is
reviewed in chapter 3, it is useful to go through some central parts of the
physics of conventional solar cells. This chapter is describing the principles
of the detailed balance theory which is widely used to calculate photovoltaic
e�ciency limits, as well as some basic features of semiconductor solar cell
devices.

In photovoltaic cells, the energy in the sunlight is transformed directly
to electric energy. Photons excite electrons from states with low energy to
states higher in energy. Using appropriate devices, it is possible to extract
some of the exited electrons and let them go through an external electric
circuit before they end up in the low energy states of the solar cell, where
they started. This e�ect, the photovoltaic e�ect, was �rst discovered by
Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [16], and the �rst thin �lm photo-
voltaic cell was made in 1883 by C.E. Fritts [17]

In 1961 William Shockley and Hans J. Queisser published a paper that
suggested a limit of 40.7% as the maximum theoretical conversion e�ciency
for conventional photovoltaic cells [18]. The core of the model is to omit all
loss mechanisms but those which are truly physically unavoidable. Today
this work forms the foundation of the detailed balance theory for photo-
voltaic cells. It took some time before their detailed balance model was
accepted and appreciated by the scienti�c community. In 2008 Queisser
wrote about the reactions to their model and a young scientist's meeting
with a respected expert [19]:

"Our paper on the detailed balance limit was ignored; it ap-
peared of little help to the engineers trying busily to improve
e�ciencies. I gave oral presentations on our approach, the audi-

7



8 Solar cell physics

ence usually listened politely and quietly, did not exactly demon-
strate approval. I presented a contributed talk at the Cleveland
1960 March Meeting of the American Physical Society. In the
discussion, Paul Rappaport remarked that any semiconductor
with direct optical transitions, thus dominated by radiative re-
combination, should provide a good e�ciency cell according to
our approach. Was that not right? I stood there at the rostrum,
thought a little and answered in the a�rmative. Aha, retorted
Rappaport, but GaAs has just been proven to be restricted to
such direct transitions, yet still gives only a low e�ciency. I
shrugged, had to accept this rebu� silently, young greenhorn
that I was against this solar cell expert from RCA Princeton
[...]. Now, of course, it is obvious that I was right."

The work of Shockley and Queisser has later received the recognition it
deserves, but it has also been improved by a modi�cation of the equation
used for the radiative recombination [20]. A review and generalization of
the detailed balance theory has been given by Araujo and Martí [21].

2.1 Light spectra

Before jumping to the details of the solar cell theory it is useful to give a
short description of the light spectra that are most commonly used in work
on solar cells. The energy delivered by a solar cell depends on the incident
light spectrum. In theoretical work it is common to use the black-body
spectrum because this is described by analytical mathematical functions and
resembles the solar spectrum satisfactorily, see �gure 2.1. The actual surface
temperature of the sun is 5762 K, but the 6000 K black-body spectrum is
very often used.

For modeling aiming to approach the actual conditions under which a so-
lar cell operates, standardized spectra based on empirical data are available.
Of these, the AM1.5 spectrum is widely used. "AM" is an abbreviation for
"air mass", and AM1.5 tells us that the spectrum is based on the solar spec-
trum after it has passed through air corresponding to 1.5 times the thickness
of a standardized atmosphere of the earth. Similarly, the AM0 spectrum is
based on the spectrum of the sunlight outside the atmosphere, resembling
the conditions experienced by satellites orbiting the earth.

Flat plate solar cells without concentration systems will receive radiation
scattered from the surroundings in addition to the radiation coming directly
from the sun. For cells receiving the radiation through a concentrating
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10 Solar cell physics

system, scattered light will not constitute a signi�cant part of the incoming
radiation. Two versions, the "global" AM1.5G and the "direct" AM1.5D,
of the AM1.5 spectrum are therefore used. The AM1.5G takes into account
scattered light while only the photons coming directly from the sun make
up the AM1.5D spectrum. Figure 2.1 shows plots of the AM1.5G, AM0 and
the 6000 K black body spectrum.

2.2 Detailed balance theory

The detailed balance theory is widely used to calculate limiting e�ciencies
of photovoltaic concepts. When calculating such limits one only takes into
account e�ects that are physically unavoidable. For a solar cell, absorption
of photons is an obvious e�ect to include. An inevitable physical property of
an absorbing body is that it also is an emitting body [21]. In fact, absorption
and emission of photons are the only two processes that needs to be con-
sidered when idealizing the photovoltaic cell to �nd its maximum e�ciency
limit.

The basic principle of a photovoltaic cell is that electrons are excited
from electron states with low energy to electron states with higher energy
by absorption of photons. If the electrons can be extracted from the high-
energy states in some way , some of their increased energy can be harvested
before they are re-inserted in the low-energy states. For simplicity, and with
reference to the semiconductor implementation of the photovoltaic cell, the
high-energy states will be referred to as the conduction band (CB) and the
low-energy states as the valence band (VB), as shown in �gure 2.2.

Since a system like this has to obey the laws of statistical mechanics,
exciting an electron to the conduction band will not necessarily make all of
the energy added to the solar cell in the absorption process available. Let us
consider a system where there is no electrons in the conduction band and no
empty states, in the following called holes, in the valence band at a temper-
ature of 0 K. At room temperature there will be thermally excited electrons
in the conduction band even when the cell is not exposed to sunlight. In
a solar cell of a practical size, the number of electrons in the conduction
band will be very large. Excitation of a single electron into the conduction
band when the system is in thermal equilibrium, will only represent an in-
�nitesimal disturbance of the system. Looking at the electrons in the CB
and the holes in the VB as two populations of particles, the single excitation
has only caused an in�nitesimal change in the electrochemical potentials of
the two populations. The populations are still in�nitesimally close to being
in mutual equilibrium. Therefore, removing an electron from the CB and
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Figure 2.2: After being excited from the valence band to the conduction
band, the electrons can be extracted to an external electrical circuit. The
energy that can be delivered to the circuit by an electron is given by the
di�erence in electrochemical potential between electrons and holes in the CB
and VB.

inserting it in the VB will release only an in�nitesimal amount of the energy
brought to the cell by the absorbed photon.

To be able to harvest more of the energy that is transferred to the elec-
tron in the absorption process, there has to be a larger di�erence between
the electrochemical potentials of the holes and the electrons. When many
electrons are excited, but not immediately extracted from the CB to an ex-
ternal circuit, the di�erence in the electrochemical potential of the CB and
VB can be increased as shown in �gure 2.2. This allows us to harvest more
of the energy transferred to the individual electrons. The larger the split
between the electrochemical potentials, the more energy can be delivered
to an external circuit by a single extracted electron. The drawback with a
large di�erence in electrochemical potential is that the number of electrons
recombining radiatively with a hole, that is, is de-excited to the VB by emit-
ting a photon, will increase when the particle populations increase. At some
point the energy losses related to increased recombination will surpass the
gain achieved by a further increase in the splitting of the electrochemical
potentials. Therefore there exists a splitting between the electrochemical
potentials, where the energy delivered by the cell is maximized.

When an electron is excited to a CB-state high in energy, it will rapidly
give away some of its energy as heat while it moves to states close to the
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lower edge of the CB by emission of phonons. This process is called thermal-
ization. Radiative recombination and other processes occurring in the solar
cell happens very slow compared to the thermalization of carriers within each
band. The electrons and holes are therefore in internal quasi-equilibriums
where the carrier statistics can be described by the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion with a quasi-Fermi level having the role which in thermal equilibrium is
played by the Fermi level. The quasi-Fermi level of a band equals the electro-
chemical potential of the electrons and holes in it. In solar cell physics the
electrochemical potentials are therefore usually referred to as quasi-Fermi
levels.

In the detailed balance theory one calculates the number of photons being
absorbed in the cell and the number of photons that are emitted from the
cell due to radiative recombination. The di�erence between the number of
absorbed and emitted photons represent the number of electrons that can be
driven through an external circuit while delivering an energy corresponding
to the splitting between the electrochemical potentials. In the following this
will be described mathematically.

2.2.1 Radiative recombination

The radiative recombination rate, i.e. the number of electron-hole pairs
recombining per unit volume per unit time, is given by [20, 22]

r = 2
4πn2

r

h3c2

∫ ∞

0

α(Eγ)E2
γ

e(Eγ−∆µ)/kTc − 1
dEγ , (2.1)

where h is Planck's constant, c the speed of light in vacuum, nr the index of
refraction in the cell material, α(Eγ) the absorption coe�cient for photons
with energy Eγ , k Boltzmann's constant and Tc the temperature of the solar
cell. Tc is typically set to 300 K. ∆µ is the splitting between the quasi-Fermi
levels for electrons in the CB and holes in the VB.

Photons emitted in a recombination process can be re-absorbed before
they leave the cell, a process called photon recycling. Recycled photons do
not represent an energy loss. The degree of photon recycling depends on
the geometry of the cell. The most commonly assumed geometry is a �at
plate solar cell with a perfect mirror at the back side. Such a cell can receive
and emit photons through a hemisphere as shown in �gure 2.3. Photons
are emitted homogeneously in all directions from all positions within the
cell. The fraction of photons that escapes depends on the distance to the
front surface from the location of emission, and on the direction in which
the photons are emitted. Integrating over all positions and all directions one
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Figure 2.3: Radiation from the sun is received in the directions indicated
with green color. Radiation from the surroundings are received from direc-
tions indicated by blue. The cell emits photons in every direction in which
it is receiving photons. Due to total internal re�ection, photons emitted
outside the cone indicated by θc are not able to escape the cell.

�nds that a cell with in�nite thickness will emit a number of photons per
unit time per unit area given by

R =
2π
h3c2

∫ EH

EL

a(Eγ)E2
γ

e(Eγ−∆µ)/kTc − 1
dEγ . (2.2)

a(Eγ) is the absorptivity for photons with energy Eγ . It is 1 for photon
energies corresponding to an absorption coe�cient larger than zero, and
0 when the absorption coe�cient is zero. Equation (2.2) is used for the
recombination when maximum e�ciencies are calculated. The integration
limits EL and EH restricts the integral to the energy interval where the
absorption coe�cients are non-zero. For an ordinary single gap solar cell
we will have EL = Eg and EH = ∞, where Eg is the band gap of the cell
material, that is, the energy di�erence between the CB and the VB.

2.2.2 Generation rates

The solar radiation that is impinging on the solar cell comes either directly
from the sun or from an optical system used to concentrate the sunlight. In
addition, thermal radiation from the surroundings will make a small contri-
bution to the generation of electron-hole pairs. The number of photons with
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energy Eγ emitted per unit energy, solid angle, time and surface area by a
black body with temperature Tr is given by [22]

Ṅ(Eγ , Tr) =
2

h3c2

(
E2
γ

eEγ/kTr − 1

)
. (2.3)

Rays of sunlight are hitting the cell at various angles of incidence as
shown in �gure 2.3. At a particular point inside the solar cell the con-
tribution from photons coming from various directions should be summed
when the generation rates are to be calculated. In addition, the radiation
from the surroundings should be included. Without concentrating optics,
the sun subtends a semiangle θsun ≈ 0.267 ◦ as seen from the cell. When a
light concentrating system is used, sunlight is received through a semiangle
θX = sin−1(

√
X sin θsun), where X is the concentration factor. The number

of photons hitting the cell per unit energy, time and surface area can be
calculated by

φ(Eγ) = 2π
[ ∫ θX

0
Ṅ(Eγ , Ts) cos θ sin θ dθ +

∫ π/2

θX

Ṅ(Eγ , Ta) cos θ sin θ dθ
]
,

(2.4)
where Ts is the temperature of the sun and Ta is the temperature of the
surroundings. The factor 2π arises from the sylindrical symmetry of the
illumination. Carrying out the integral yields

φ(Eγ) = π

[
X sin2 θsunṄ(Eγ , Ts) +

(
1−X sin2 θsun

)
Ṅ(Eγ , Ta)

]
. (2.5)

The highest possible light concentration is Xmax = 1/ sin2 θsun = 46050.
This is equivalent to solar radiation being received through the entire hemi-
sphere above the front surface.

When e�ciency limits are calculated, the absorptivity for a particular
photon energy should be either 1 or 0 [21]. The generation rate of electron
and holes per unit area is then found by summing the number of photons,
with an energy corresponding to an absorptivity of 1, that enter the cell.
The absorptivity is obviously zero for photons with energy lower than the
band gap. It should also be zero for energies where the number of emitted
photons is larger than the number of absorbed photons [21]. It is very often
assumed, however, that the absorptivity is unity for all photon energies
above the band gap energy. In mathematical terms, the generation rate per
unit area is
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Figure 2.4: E�ciency limits as a function of the band gap for single band
gap solar cells with a 6000 K black-body spectrum.

G =
∫ ∞

Eg

a(Eγ)φ(Eγ) dEγ . (2.6)

For an in�nitely thick cell a(Eγ) is either 1 or 0.

2.2.3 Theoretical e�ciency limits

Having established expressions for the generation and recombination rates
of electron-hole pairs, it is possible to calculate the e�ciency of the solar
cell. Since electrons cannot disappear, the number of electrons excited to
the CB has to equal the number of electrons that are de-excited plus the
number of electrons that are harvested and �ow through an external circuit.
That is, the current density J delivered by the solar cell, is given by

J = q(G−R), (2.7)

where q is the elementary charge. As mentioned earlier, each electron har-
vested from the conduction band delivers an energy ∆µ to the external
circuit. ∆µ is therefore related to the cell voltage V through ∆µ = qV . The
recombination rate increases with V , as seen from eq. (2.2). The optimal
quasi-Fermi level split corresponds to an optimal cell voltage Vm that gives
the highest e�ciency. This results in a cell e�ciency
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Figure 2.5: 1) The energy of photons with energy slightly above Eg will be
most e�ciently harvested. 2) Much of the energy of high energy photons
will be lost when the generated electron-hole pair thermalizes to the band
edges. 3) Photons with energy below Eg will not be absorbed.

η =
JmVm

Ein
=

JmVm

πX sin2 θsun

∫∞
0 EγṄ(Eγ , Ts) dEγ

, (2.8)

where Jm is the current density at V = Vm and Ein is the energy which the
cell receives from the sun per unit area. In �gure 2.4 the e�ciency limits1 is
plotted as a function of the band gap for light concentrations of 1 and 46050
suns. The maximum e�ciencies are 31.0 % and 40.7 % respectively.

Less than half of the energy in the sunlight can be converted to use-
ful energy by a conventional solar cell. What happens to the rest of the
energy? Two very important loss mechanisms are absorption losses and
thermalization losses. These are illustrated in �gure 2.5. Absorption losses
occur because some photons have a lower energy than the band gap energy.
These can not induce VB to CB transitions, so their energy will be lost.
Thermalization losses on the other hand, are large for high-energy photons.
If the photon energy is higher than the band gap, an electron can be excited
from low-energy states in the VB or to high-energy states in the CB (or

1E�ciency limits when the absorptivity is 1 for all photon energies above the band gap.
For some non-optimal band gaps, the maximum e�ciency is found when the absorptivity
is zero for certain photon energies above the band gap [21].
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even a combination). In either case, the excess energy will be lost when the
carriers thermalize to the band edge. The energy of photons with energy
close to the band gap will be most e�ciently harvested. If we imagine that
a multi band gap device is made in which all photons are absorbed over a
band gap corresponding to their photon energy, the limiting e�ciency is as
high as 86.8 % [23].

2.3 The pn-junction

After the introduction to the fundamental physics of the solar cell, it is time
to have a look at how electrons can be extracted from the conduction band
in practice. The most common implementation of the photovoltaic concept
is the semiconductor pn-junction solar cell which is described in this section.
Semiconductors are materials which have a valence band and a conduction
band, and a band gap typically between 0.5 and 3 eV. In intrinsic, that
is undoped, semiconductors at a temperature of 0 K the conduction band is
completely empty and the valence band is completely full. This is a property
that can be modi�ed by doping, small concentrations of other elements.
Some dopants will give away one of their electrons to the conduction band,
while other dopants can capture an electron from the valence band and by
that create a hole.

The two ways of doping are designated n-doping and p-doping and re-
sults in semiconductor material of n-type and p-type. n-type and p-type
materials have Fermi levels at di�erent energies as shown in �gure 2.6a).
Since the Fermi level must be constant throughout a material in thermal
equilibrium something has got to happen when n-type and p-type material
is connected in a junction. This 'something' is a displacement of charge
in layers on both sides of the border between the materials. Electrons will
seek to minimize their energy by going from the CB in the n-type material
to the VB in the p-type material, leaving behind a positive charge on the
n-side. The charge displacement creates an electric �eld which counteracts
further electron migration. The electric �eld implies a band bending which
eventually aligns the Fermi levels on both sides. Figure 2.6 b) illustrates the
charge displacements and resulting band bending. This structure where a
p-type and n-type semiconductor are joined is called a pn-junction [24].

If an electron is excited to the CB on the p-side, it can di�use to the
pn-junction and be drifted over to the n-side by the electric �eld. In the
same way, holes can be excited on the n-side and move to the p-side. The
pn-junction acts as a charge separating structure which is what we need
to be able to extract electrons from the solar cell. Unless all carriers are
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extracted, there will be a build up of charge on each side of the junction.
This causes the electrons in the CB on the n-side of the junction to have
higher energy than the electrons in the VB on the p-side, as illustrated by a
splitting of the Fermi levels on the two sides of the junction in �gure 2.6c).
The voltage of the cell is thus the di�erence between the Fermi level on the
n-side and the Fermi level on the p-side divided by the elementary charge.

Absorption losses and thermalization losses where mentioned as two im-
portant loss mechanisms. Even if a monochromatic spectrum perfectly �t-
ting the band gap is incident on the solar cell, only the energy corresponding
to the split between the quasi-Fermi levels can be delivered to the external
circuit, where does the rest go? Another fundamental energy loss also exist.
A hint on what this loss is found by looking at �gure 2.6c). When the elec-
tron is drifted across the pn-junction it looses energy. The energy is lost in
the charge separation. The smaller the quasi-Fermi level split is, the more
energy it costs to split electrons and holes and extract the electrons.

If no current is drawn from the cell, the voltage will stabilize when the
total recombination rate in the cell equals the total generation rate. This
voltage is called the open circuit voltage. If the metal contacts on either
side of the junction are short circuited, the cell will deliver a current known
as the short circuit current.

2.4 Device modelling

To facilitate the reader's understanding of paper III, an introduction to solar
cell device modeling will now be given. Device modeling of solar cells can
be done to various degrees of complexity. A complete treatment should
incorporate carrier generation and all recombination mechanisms as well
as carrier transport due to drift and di�usion in all regions of the cell. The
mathematics involved in solving such a system is rigorous, but simpli�cations
can be made which yields analytical expressions [25].

A widely used approximation is the depletion approximation. This im-
plies assuming that there are no carriers in the space charge region (SCR)
(see �gure 2.6b). In practical terms this means assuming that no generation
or recombination processes take place in the SCR, and that the carriers in
each band are in equilibrium with the corresponding carriers on the other
side of the SCR [24]. In many cases the number of photogenerated car-
riers will be small compared to the number of carriers introduced by the
doping, so called low-injection conditions. In such cases one can assume
that the electric �eld is zero outside the SCR [22]. The n- and p-regions
are then said to be quasi-neutral and the carrier transport can be assumed
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to be purely di�usive. A third approximation can be done if the n-region
(or the p-region) is so thin that only a negligible fraction of the generation
and recombination processes occur there. All generation and recombination
processes can then be assumed to take place in the p-region (or n-region) of
the cell.

Combining the three approximations makes it possible to construct a
simple device model of the solar cell. Assuming a thin n-region so that
practically all generation and recombination happen in the p-region, the
current produced by the cell will equal the electron current entering the
SCR from the p-side. In the general, the current has a drift and a di�usion
component, but due to the quasi-neutrality this current can be assumed to
consist solely of di�using electrons. The current density then becomes

J = qDn
dn(x)

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

, (2.9)

where Dn is the di�usion constant for electrons, n is the concentration of
electrons in the conduction band and x is the distance from the edge of the
SCR on the p-side as shown in �gure 2.7.

To calculate n(x) it is necessary to solve the continuity equation for the
electrons. Assuming that the photons impinges normally to the cell surface
this becomes [22]

Dn
d2n(x)

dx2
=
n(x)− n0

τn
− αφ0 exp

(
− αx

)
, (2.10)

where τn is the lifetime of the photoexcited electrons and n0 is the density of
electrons in the p-region in thermal equilibrium. The last term, where φ0 is
the �ux of photons entering the solar cell and α is the absorption constant,
describes the generation of electron hole pairs by Beer-Lambert's law. The
lifetime τn is determined by the recombination rate. It is the time a pho-
toexcited electron can be expected to stay in the conduction band before
it recombines with a hole. In addition to the unavoidable radiative recom-
bination, additional recombination processes can occur including Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) recombination and Auger recombination [22]. SRH re-
combination occurs when an electron recombines with a hole via a localized
state in the band gap. Such states can be present due to impurity atoms or
lattice defects. Auger recombination is a mechanism where charge carriers
collide and one of the carriers is de-excited while the other is lifted to states
high in energy before giving away this excess energy through thermalization.
The total recombination rate is the sum of all recombination rates, and the
electron lifetime is found from this total recombination rate.
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According to the depletion approximation the carriers on each side of the
SCR are in equilibrium. The boundary condition for x = 0 thus becomes

n(0) = Nde
q(V−Vbi)

kT = n0e
qV
kT , (2.11)

where Nd is the density of donor atoms used to dope the n-side and Vbi is the
built-in-potential, that is, the di�erence in potential between the conduction
band on the p-side and n-side in thermal equilibrium as shown in �gure 2.6b).
n0 is the electron concentration on the p-side in thermal equilibrium.

On the rear side of the cell, the abrupt ending of the semiconductor leads
to surface recombination - increased recombination due to the termination
of the semiconductor lattice and defects related to this. The boundary con-
dition for the rear side thus become

Dn
dn
dx

∣∣∣∣
x=W

= Sn(n(W )− n0), (2.12)

where Sn is the surface recombination velocity, a quantity describing the
magnitude of the surface recombination. In idealized cells it can be set to 0.

Solving equation (2.10) with respect to n(x) with the boundary con-
ditions (2.11) and (2.12) gives analytical expressions from which the cell
current, and subsequently the e�ciency, can be calculated by equation (2.9)
[22]. A qualitative plot of what the electron concentration and quasi-Fermi
levels might look like are shown in �gure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: The light enters the cell on the n-side - that is, from the right.
The n-region and the SCR are assumed to be very thin so that practically
all generation and recombination takes place in the p-region. Typical spatial
distributions of the electron concentration is plotted for two cases, a thick
cell (dotted line) and a thin cell (solid line). The quasi-Fermi levels EFn and
EFp for the thick cell are qualitatively indicated.



Chapter 3

The Intermediate Band Solar

Cell

In 1997 Luque and Martí proposed a new photovoltaic concept, the inter-
mediate band solar cell (IBSC), that has a theoretical e�ciency of 63.2 %
[14, 27] at full light concentration. Their work was a re�nement of an early
idea by Wolf [26]. In an IBSC there is a band of electron states, an inter-
mediate band, in the main band gap of the solar cell material as shown in
�gure 3.1. This band allows electrons to be exited from the VB to the CB
in a two-step process. Ideally, the IB should only be optically coupled to
the VB and the CB, meaning that electrons should only be allowed to make
transitions to or from the IB while absorbing or emitting a photon.

The increased e�ciency of the IBSC compared to ordinary solar cells can
be attributed to a reduction of both absorption losses and thermalization
losses. The main band gap Ecv can now be larger than in conventional cells,
providing a better utilization of the high energy photons. Photons with
energy lower than the main band gap, can still be absorbed while exciting
electrons over the two sub-band gaps Eci and Eiv.

3.1 Detailed balance theory for the IBSC

With appropriate adjustments, the detailed balance theory can be applied
to the intermediate band solar cell. In the IBSC, three recombination routes
and three generation routes exist.

In the ideal IBSC the width of the IB, ∆E in �gure 3.1, is zero. Another
ideality that is commonly assumed is non-overlapping absorption coe�cients.
That is, for a given photon energy, no more than one absorption process is
possible. The absorption coe�cient for a given photon energy should be

23
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Figure 3.1: The intermediate band solar cell has an intermediate band situ-
ated in the main band gap. This allows for a two step excitation of electrons
from the VB to the CB.

zero for excitations over all band gaps except the highest possible band
gap, that is, the highest band gap with energy equal to or smaller than the
photon energy. This correspond to a splitting of the solar spectrum into
three �uxes, φci, φiv and φcv which can be absorbed over the respective
band gaps, Eci, Evi and Ecv. The generation rates over each band gap are
then calculated from the respective photon �uxes in the same way as for
the single gap solar cell. The recombination rates are still given by equation
(2.2). If, as in �gure 3.1, Eci < Eiv, the integration limits {EL, EH} becomes
{Eci, Eiv}, {Eiv, Ecv} and {Ecv,∞} for Rci, Riv and Rcv, respectively, with
non-overlapping absorption coe�cients.

Like in the CB and the VB, the electron population in the IB is described
by a quasi-Fermi level. As in the detailed balance theory for the single
band gap cell, the quasi-Fermi level splitting over the main band gap, ∆µcv

is a parameter to be determined by choice through the cell voltage. But
the quasi-Fermi level splittings over the two sub-band gaps, ∆µci and ∆µci

which are used in the expressions for the respective recombination rates, are
initially unknown [14]. To �nd their values, two equations has to be applied.
The �rst of these equations is related to the electron current via the IB. The
net generation, i.e. the generation rate subtracted the recombination rate,
over Eci is connected in series to the net generation over Evi. In steady-state,
the net generation rates over the sub band gaps have to equal each other,
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ful�lling

Gci −Rci = Giv −Riv. (3.1)

The second equation needed is also a result of the mentioned series con-
nection. The quasi-Fermi level splittings over the two sub band gaps has to
equal the total quasi-Fermi level split, i.e.

∆µcv = ∆µci + ∆µiv. (3.2)

Solving eq. (3.1) and (3.2) for ∆µci and ∆µiv makes it possible to cal-
culate the recombination rates and subsequently the current density which
is given by

J = q
(
Gci −Rci +Gcv −Rcv

)
. (3.3)

This is, through eq. (3.1), equivalent to

J = q
(
Giv −Riv +Gcv −Rcv

)
. (3.4)

The cell e�ciency is then calculated in the same way as for a conventional
cell.

In �gure 3.2 the detailed balance e�ciencies for the 6000 K black body
spectrum are plotted for various band gaps for X = 1 and X = 46050.
An absorptivity of 1 for all photons with energy larger than the smallest
sub-bandgap has been assumed. The e�ciency limits are 63.2 % for full con-
centration and 46.8 % for unconcentrated light. For the AM1.5G spectrum,
the e�ciency limit for unconcentrated light is 49.4 % [28].

As mentioned, the e�ciency of a single band gap cell with a non-optimal
band gap can be increased if the absorptivity is set to zero for some photon
energies that are larger than the band gap. This does not lead to e�ciencies
higher than the limit found with optimal band gaps [21]. For the interme-
diate band solar cell things are di�erent. In paper I it will be shown that
setting the absorptivity of some photons to zero will increase the e�ciency
limit for unconcentrated light from 46.8 % to 48.5 %, for the 6000 K black
body spectrum. An increase is also seen for other light concentrations as
well as for the AM1.5G spectrum, but the fundamental limit of 63.2 % is
unchanged.

3.2 Non-idealities

Some of the idealities assumed when calculating the theoretical e�ciency
limit of intermediate band solar cells are similar to those assumed when
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Figure 3.2: E�ciencies for intermediate band solar cells under a) 46050 suns
and b) 1 sun. Complete absorption of all photons with energy higher than
the band gap energy as well as non-overlapping absorption coe�cients and
∆E = 0 have been assumed.
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single band gap cells are treated. Others are not, and it is interesting to
see how the e�ciencies are a�ected by non-idealities that are speci�c for the
IBSC. Below, two such non-idealities, overlapping absorption coe�cients
and an IB with a non-zero width, are discussed.

3.2.1 Overlapping absorption coe�cients

Non-overlapping absorption coe�cients ensure that every photon is absorbed
over the largest band gap energetically possible. If a photon is absorbed over
a smaller band gap, energy will be lost when the generated electron-hole pair
thermalizes, as shown in �gure 3.3a [29].

Overlapping absorption coe�cients are also reducing the positive e�ect
of photon recycling, as shown in �gure 3.3b). A photon emitted in a re-
combination process can be reabsorbed over a smaller band gap [29]. The
photon is recycled, but there is not a full recycling of the energy, since some
of it will be lost due to thermalization.

The total amount of recombination processes per unit area, and thus
the degree of photon recycling, increases with the thickness of the cell. The
cell thickness therefore becomes a parameter to optimize. There will be a
trade o� between a high absorptivity and minimized losses due to irreversible
photon recycling.

The losses related to overlapping absorption coe�cients can be reduced
further if the probability of absorption and reabsorption of photons over the
largest possible band gap is increased. That is, if the absorption coe�cient
over a band gap is larger than the absorption coe�cient over the smaller
band gaps, and smaller than the absorption coe�cient over larger band
gaps.

As mentioned above, for some combinations of band gaps, the e�ciency
will increase when the absorption coe�cients are overlapping. This is par-
ticularly the case when the IB is placed in the middle, or close to the middle,
of the main band gap. An example of this can be found in paper V.

It is necessary to modify the detailed balance theory to calculate the
e�ciencies of cells with overlapping absorption coe�cients due to the new
processes that occur. In general this leads to a rather complicated system
of equations. But, as shown by Cuadra et al. [29], the system simpli�es
and reduces to a set of analytical expressions if the direction of the incom-
ing photons is perpendicular to the cell surface. The reader is referred to
the original source for these derivations. The simpli�ed analytical expres-
sions are used in papers IV and V to incorporate the e�ect of overlapping
absorption coe�cients.
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Figure 3.3: When the absorption coe�cients are overlapping, a number of
unfavourable processes can happen. Two of them are shown here. In a),
a photon, energetically capable of exciting an electrons over Evi, excites
an electron over Eci which, in this example, is smaller than Evi. When this
electron thermalizes to the band edge, an irreversible loss of energy has taken
place. In b), a photon is emitted in a recombination process over Eiv. The
photon is reabsorbed over Eci before energy is lost in the thermalization.
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3.2.2 Width of the intermediate band

When the intermediate band has a non-zero width, the possible combinations
of band gaps is changed since Ecv = Eci +Eiv + ∆E. This has consequences
for the theoretical e�ciencies. The minimal e�ect of the IB width on the
cell e�ciency has been calculated by Levy and Honsberg [30]. The minimal
e�ect is found by making the same assumptions as for a case with non-
zero width, but the calculations are made under the restriction that Ecv =
Eci+Eiv+∆E. When ∆E goes toward in�nity, the e�ciency limit is reduced
from 63.2 % to 55.5 %. But this is indeed a very theoretical observation and
more realistic models can be developed. For example, when the IB gets wide,
photons can possibly be absorbed by exciting electrons from states close to
the lower band edge of the IB to IB-states higher in energy. When including
this e�ect Levy and Honsberg has found that the e�ciency will drop rapidly
when the value of ∆E exceeds 1.5 eV [31].

An additional e�ect that is not taken into account when calculating
the minimal e�ect of the IB-width, is the thermalized distribution of the
electrons in the intermediate band. In a wide IB, the electrons will occupy
states low in energy, while most states high in energy are unoccupied. As the
IB-width increases, the absorption coe�cients for transitions where electrons
are excited from the VB to low-energy IB-states as well as transitions where
electrons are excited from high-energy IB-states to the CB, will decrease. In
idealized cases this is no problem because an absorptivity arbitrarily close
to 1 can be achieved by choosing a su�ciently large cell thickness. In cases
where the cell thickness is limited, however, the reduction of the absorption
coe�cients due to the IB-width will be important. In paper IV, an attempt is
made to draw some general conclusions on how the thermalized distribution
of the IB electrons a�ects the cell e�ciency.

3.3 Practical implementation of the IBSC-concept

Despite the promising e�ciency limit of 63.2 %, which is more than 50 %
higher than the e�ciency limit for conventional solar cells, the IBSC will
never become more than a good idea unless ways are found to implement
the concept in reality. Luckily, a number of possible implementations have
been proposed. These are brie�y presented in the following.

3.3.1 Quantum dot intermediate band solar cell

The �rst proposed implementation of the IBSC concept was the use of quan-
tum dot superlattices [32]. Quantum dots (QDs) are nanosized particles of
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Figure 3.4: In quantum dots quantum e�ects give rise to new electron lev-
els. In isolated dots electrons in such levels are con�ned to the QD. In a
superlattice of QDs a miniband of delocalized electron states is formed.

a particular material. Due to quantum mechanical e�ects, particles of this
size will have discrete energy levels. The position of the energy levels can be
tuned by varying the size of the QDs. When many QDs are closely spaced,
typically a few nanometers between the them, the electrons can tunnel from
QD to QD. The electron wavefunctions have become delocalized and have
formed a miniband as illustrated in �gure 3.4.

A number of attempts have been carried out to make QD-based IB-
SCs using III-V semiconductors [33]-[43]. Unfortunately none of these cells
have been able to achieve e�ciencies higher than reference cells without
QDs. Increased photocurrent due to absorption of low energy photons has
been observed, however, proving the concept of the two-step photogenera-
tion process via the IB [33, 35]. The most important reasons for the poor
e�ciencies of the experimental IBSCs are probably the material quality of
the QD-structures as well as deviations from optimal cell design [34, 40].

If the IB arises from the conduction band of a QD, as in �gure 3.4,
the IB will be empty at 0 K and close to empty in room temperature. To
assure that the IB is partially �lled, it has been suggested to n-dope the
region containing the superlattice at a concentration corresponding to the
density of QDs [44]. Due to the spin degeneracy of the QD-states, this will
half-�ll the IB at 0 K. In papers II and III the possibility of photo�lling is
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investigated. By photo�lling is meant that an IB which is close to empty in
thermal equilibrium, is partially �lled by electrons which are photoexcited
from the VB. The papers show that this might be possible when the density
of IB-states has values typical for QD-superlattices and concentrated light
is used.

When using doping to partially �ll the IB it will be useful to know if
there exist an optimal �lling and, if so, how large this �lling is. Paper V
shows that the optimal �lling exists and that it varies with a number of
parameters. It is also shown how deviations from the optimal �lling will
a�ect the cell e�ciency.

3.3.2 Bulk IB-materials

Another way to implement the IBSC is to use so called bulk IB-materials.
The principle behind this proposal is to use impurity atoms, rather than
quantum dots, to form the intermediate band. Single impurity atoms with
localized states in the band gap will act as centers for non-radiative re-
combination. However, when introduced into a host material at very high
concentration, the electron states of the impurity atoms might form interme-
diate minibands. The delocalized nature of the states in the minibands will
prevent the non-radiative recombination usually connected to intermediate
states. Impurity densities of 1020 cm−3, or above, are needed before the
transition from localized to delocalized electron states takes place [45].

Transition metal substituted III-V semiconductors was the �rst group
of materials to be launched as a candidate for bulk IB-materials, with
GanAsmM and GanAsmM where M is a transition metal, as examples [46,
47]. Later, a variety of other potential materials have been investigated, in-
cluding dilute II-VI oxide semiconductors, transition metal substituted chal-
copyrites, transition metal substituted indium thiospinels, titanium doped
silicon as well as doped nitride semiconductors. [47]-[60].

A major breakthrough in the IBSC research was recently achieved by
Wang et al. when they managed to manufacture an intermediate band solar
cell, based on oxygen doped ZnTe, that showed an e�ciency increase of
50 % as compared to a reference cell made of ZnTe [61]. Their IBSC had a
reduced open circuit voltage as compared to the reference cell, but this was
more than compensated for by a doubling of the short circuit current.

3.3.3 Molecular intermediate band solar cells

Recently, a third way of implementing the IBSC-concept was proposed [62];
using organic molecules complexing metal atoms. Since the other proposed
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implementations are based on inorganic semiconductors, the molecular ap-
proach is a step in a new and interesting direction. Good optical properties,
low non-radiative recombination rates and a possiblility for spectrally selec-
tive absorption, that is low probability for a high-energy photon to excite
electrons over a smaller band gap, are advantages that molecular IBSCs
might have. A material group which might possess the desired properties
are metalloporphyrins [62].

3.4 Device modeling of IBSCs

As for ordinary solar cells, the proposed implementation of semiconductor
based IBSCs is by the use of pn-junctions [63, 64]. Some distinct features of
IBSC devices, and the modelling of them, will be pointed out in this section.

To obtain a partially �lled IB in the entire IB-region the IB-material
should be placed in a �at band region, that is, a region with no, or very
small, electric �elds. This can be achieved by sandwiching the IB-material
between an n-type and a p-type emitter as shown in �gure 3.5. In addition
to the emitters there should be two so-called �eld-damping layers bordering
the IB-region. Their purpose is to counter balance the charge in the depleted
zones of the emitters. Each of the emitter/�eld-damping layer pairs makes
up a pn-junction. If the net charge in each of these junctions is zero, the
IB-material will be in a �at band or a quasi-�at band region. (With quasi
�at-band meaning that a small electric �eld is present due to internal charge
displacement in the IB-region.) This assures a partial �lling of the entire
IB-region. The thickness of the �eld-damping layers resulting in �at band
conditions will vary with the cell voltage and should be optimized for the
voltage that gives the highest e�ciency [64].

With �at band conditions it is possible to develop device models similar
to the one in section 2.4. The following assumptions can be made to simplify
the model:

1. The electron concentration in the IB is large compared to the concen-
tration of electrons in the CB and holes in the VB.

2. The electrons in the IB have a high mobility so that the electron con-
centration in the IB can be treated as constant.

3. The rate of recombination processes between the CB and the VB is
negligible compared to the recombination rates involving the IB.
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Figure 3.5: The IB-region should be sandwiched between the emitters and
�eld-damping layers. The role of the �eld-damping layers is to keep the
IB-material in a �at band region and prevent tunelling as shown in �gure
3.6c).

4. The emitters and �eld-damping layers are very thin compared to the
IB-region so that the number of generation and recombination pro-
cesses in these regions are negligible.

The �rst two assumptions have the consequence that the electrons in the
IB can screen any electric �elds due to spatial variations in p and n with a
negligible redistribution of the IB-electrons. The current will thus be purely
di�usive in the IB-region.

Using the four assumptions, uncoupled continuity equations for electrons
in the CB and holes in the VB can be established. For electrons it becomes

Dn
d2n(x)

dx2
=
n− n0

τn
− αcvφcv,0 exp

(
− αcvx

)
− αciφci,0 exp

(
− αcix

)
(3.5)

when the photons impinges normally to the cell surface. The electron lifetime
τn is now associated with recombination from the CB to the IB. αcv and
αci are the absorption coe�cients related to transitions over the respective
band gaps, and φcv,0 and φci,0 are the corresponding photon �uxes at the
cell surface. The continuity equation for the holes is completely analogous to
the continuity equation for the electrons, but the generation over Eci must
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be replaced with generation over Eiv. The boundary condition for electrons
at x = 0 is

n(0) = n0e
qVn
kT . (3.6)

And for holes at x = W it is

p(W ) = p0e
qVp
kT . (3.7)

p0 and n0 are the hole and electron (in the CB) concentrations in the IB-
region in thermal equilibrium. Vn and Vp are the voltages over the sub-
junctions. When the quasi-Fermi level of the IB is maintained at its equi-
librium position during operation of the cell the sub-junction voltages equal
the respective quasi-Fermi level splits as shown in �gure 3.6a). In paper III
it is shown that this is no longer the case if the quasi-Fermi level of the IB
is shifted when the cell is illuminated.

Since the emitters and �eld-damping layers are assumed to be very thin,
there is no hole current at x = 0 or electron current at x = W (see �gure
3.6b)). This can be used as additional boundary conditions when solving
the continuity equations. It also has the consequence that the cell current
is given either by the electron di�usion current at x = 0 or by the hole
di�usion current at x = W . The value of the sub-junction voltages are
found by equaling the electron current at x = 0 and the hole current at
x = W .

Without �eld-damping layers the IB will not be partially �lled in parts
of, or even the entire, IB-region as illustrated in �gure 3.6c). The �gure also
shows that without �eld-damping layers, the CB and IB can get quite close
to each other. This opens for the possibility of tunneling between the two
bands. Such a process is unwanted because it corresponds to short circuiting
the two bands [64].

More complex device modeling can be done by introducing various types
of recombination mechanisms, introducing electric �elds, taking into account
absorption and recombination in all parts of the cell, putting aside assump-
tions, etc. But the main principle described here of establishing continuity
equations and solving these with appropriate boundary conditions remain.

Previous modeling allows to set assumptions 1 and 3 aside when the
system is solved numerically [65]. In paper III the IBSC device modeling is
taken one step further by setting aside assumption 2 as well.
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Figure 3.6: a) With a constant �lling of the IB the sub-junction voltages
equals the di�erence between the quasi-Fermi level of the IB and the quasi-
Fermi levels of the carriers in the respective emitters. b) The paths traveled
by electrons when the emitters and �eld-damping layers are very thin. c)
Without �eld-damping layers, a uniform �lling of the IB will not be obtained.
A possibility for unwanted electron tunelling to occur also arises.
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Chapter 4

Summary of papers I to V

Rune Strandberg and Turid Worren Reenaas are the authors of the �ve pa-
pers in this thesis. The mathematical modeling and numerical computations
has been performed by Rune Strandberg who has also developed the ideas
behind the papers. The writing has been done by Rune Strandberg in close
cooperation with Turid Worren Reenaas whose contribution has also been
to catalyze the work through discussions.

Paper I

Limiting e�ciency of Intermediate Band Solar Cells with spec-

trally selective re�ectors

In this paper, detailed balance e�ciencies are calculated with a cell absorp-
tivity of 0 for photon energies that would otherwise give a negative contribu-
tion to the cell current. That is, if the cell emits more photons, with a speci�c
energy, than it absorbs, at the maximum power point, the absorptivity for
this photon energy is set to zero. It is found that such a spectral selectivity
can increase the e�ciency limit for unconcentrated 6000 K black body radia-
tion from 46.8 % to 48.5 %. The limiting e�ciency for the AM1.5G spectrum
increases from 49.4 % to 52.0 %. For full light concentration (46050 suns),
the fundamental limit of 63.2 % is found to be unchanged.

37
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Paper II

Photo�lling of Intermediate Bands

This paper investigates the possibility of partially �lling an initially empty1

intermediate band with electrons that are photoexcited from the valence
band. To �ll the IB like this is denoted photo�lling. The e�ciencies calcu-
lated for photo�lled cells are compared to e�ciencies calculated for cells that
have intermediate bands that are half-�lled in thermal equilibrium, i.e. pre-
�lled cells. Whether a cell based on photo�lling can compete with a pre�lled
cell is found to depend on the density of states in the IB, the concentration
of the light as well as the thickness of the cell. The concept of photo�lling
might work for cells with properties typical for quantum dot based IBSCs.

It is also investigated how the �lling of photo�lled and pre�lled cells
are changing with the cell voltage and the position of the IB in the main
band gap. In both cases, the �lling is found to be nearly constant for low
voltages because the generation rates are much larger than the recombination
rates and will determine the �lling. Approximate analytical expressions
for the �lling at low voltages are derived. When the voltage approaches
the maximum power point, the recombination rates becomes comparable in
magnitude to the generation rates and the �lling generally starts to change.
The �lling is also found to be highly dependent on the position of the IB in
the main band gap, since this position determines the number of photons
available for excitation of electrons over Eci and Eiv.

Paper III

Drift-di�usion model for Intermediate Band Solar Cells in-

cluding photo�lling e�ects

This paper can be seen as a continuation of paper II. The concept of photo�ll-
ing is here implemented into a drift-di�usion model to see how a varying
�lling is a�ecting intermediate band solar cells based on the design and
principles described in section 3.4. The most important di�erence between
the present model and other models is that the carrier concentrations in all
three bands are allowed to vary.

It is found that light induced spatial variation of the IB-�lling can occur
and give rise to electrostatic �elds. As a consequence, it is suggested that the

1To be precise, not completely empty, since a thermal population of electrons will be
present in the IB, but practically empty unless elevated temperatures or unusually small
band gaps are considered.
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cells should have a design which assures that these �elds drive electrons and
holes in the right directions, that is towards the n- and p-emitter, respec-
tively. It is also shown that cases exist where photo�lled cells can perform
better than cells that are initially half-�lled. This will, for example, be the
case if the absorption cross section for transitions from the IB to the CB is
su�ciently large compared to the absorption coe�cient for transitions from
the VB to the IB.

For particular sets of parameters the optimal ratios between the absorp-
tion coe�cients and the optimal �lling of the IB is found.

Paper IV

When the IB has a non-zero width, the probability of occupation of vari-
ous IB-states will be given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This will a�ect
the number of electrons available for excitation from the IB to the CB by
photons with energy slightly larger than Eci, as well as the number of unoc-
cupied IB-states available for electrons that are excited from the VB to the
IB by photons with energy slightly larger than Eiv. Two sets of absorption
coe�cients are derived based on di�erent assumptions. The absorption co-
e�cients incorporate the thermalized nature of the IB-electrons and can be
used to calculate cell e�ciencies and draw some general conclusions. They
are, however, based on very idealized assumptions which might not be found
in real materials.

E�ciencies are calculated for cells where Eci < Eiv with either non-
overlapping or overlapping absorption coe�cients. The overlap is assumed
to occur for photon energies where the thermalization limits the excitation of
electrons across Eiv. That is, from Eiv to Eiv+∆E, where ∆E is the width of
the IB. The results are compared to the fundamental limit calculated in ref.
[30], where all photons larger than the smallest sub-band gap are assumed to
be absorbed. It is found that non-overlapping absorption coe�cients gives
the highest e�ciencies for ∆E up to around 0.5 eV. When ∆E approaches
1 eV it is found that cells with overlapping absorption coe�cients give the
highest e�ciencies.

It is also found that the energy dependence of the absorption coe�cients
is important for the e�ciency. The absorption coe�cients should go rapidly
from very low values to high values with increasing photon energy.

Further it is concluded that the optimal band gaps decrease with the
width of the IB for most of the investigated cases and values of ∆E. In the
fundamental limit the optimal band gaps increase with the IB-width.

For some of the investigated cases, the calculated e�ciency drops below
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the limit for single band gap cells.

Paper V

The �nal paper is an investigation of the optimal �lling of idealized IBSCs.
Three cases are modeled using previously published models. The cases are:
i) non-overlapping absorption coe�cients and clamped quasi-Fermi level of
the IB, ii)non-overlapping absorption coe�cients and photo�lling e�ects,
and iii) overlapping absorption coe�cients and clamping of the IB quasi-
Fermi level.

It is found that the optimal �lling depends on the band gaps, the light
concentration, the mutual sizes of the absorption cross sections over the sub-
band gaps as well as the degree of overlap between the absorption coe�cients.
The optimal �lling is found to be determined by two main e�ects: The �rst
is the need to maximize the net generation rate via the IB. The second is to
minimize the negative e�ect of overlapping absorption coe�cients.

When the e�ect of photo�lling is included, the optimal �lling in thermal
equilibrium will, in general, deviate from the �lling at the maximum power
point. Cases have been identi�ed where the optimal �lling can not be reached
at the maximum power point because the illumination removes too many
electrons from the IB.

The impact of a non-optimal IB-�lling on the cell e�ciency is found to
vary with the degree of overlap between the absorption coe�cients, the size
of the band gaps and the absorptivity of the cell. When photo�lling e�ects
are present, the negative e�ect of a non-optimal �lling is found to decrease
with increasing light concentration.
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Limiting efficiency of Intermediate Band Solar Cells

with spectrally selective reflectors

Rune Strandberg∗, Turid Worren Reenaas

Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Department of Physics, N-7491
Trondheim, Norway

Abstract

So far, theoretical efficiency limits for the intermediate band solar cell have
been calculated under the assumption that the absorptivity of the solar cell is
1 for all photon energies larger than the smallest sub-band gap. In the present
work, efficiency limits have been calculated under the assumption that the
cell is covered by spectrally selective reflectors, i.e. materials that are perfect
reflectors for certain photon energies, but otherwise perfectly transparent. It
is shown that when the spectral selectivity is optimized, the cell efficiency
is increased for several cases. It is of particular interest that the limiting
efficiency for unconcentrated sunlight found with spectral selectivity exceeds
the limit found without spectral selectivity. The efficiency limit for the 1
sun 6000 K black body spectrum is found to increase from 46.8 % to 48.5 %
and the limit for the AM1.5G spectrum is found to increase from 49.4 % to
52.0 %. For full light concentration, the 63.2 % efficiency limit for the 6000 K
black body spectrum is unchanged.

Keywords: intermediate band solar cell, spectral selectivity, AM1.5,
detailed balance
PACS:

In the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC), electrons can be excited from
the conduction band (CB) to the valence band (VB) either directly or in two
steps via an intermediate band in the usually forbidden band gap [1]. This
two-step process can increase the photocurrent and gives the IBSC a higher
theoretical efficiency limit than the single band gap cell [2].

∗Corresponding author. E-mail: strandbe@ntnu.no



The efficiency limits for the intermediate band solar cell published so
far have been calculated under the assumption that the absorptivity for all
photon energies larger than the smallest sub-band gap is 1 [1, 3]. For single
band gap cells, it has been shown that when the band gap has a lower value
than the optimum, the efficiency of the cell will be increased if the spectral
absorptivity for some photon energies is smaller than one, and optimally zero
[4]. Whether the optimal spectral absorptivity for a particular photon energy
is one or zero depends on the net generation of such photons within the cell.
That is, whether the cell absorbs more of these photons than it emits or
not. A positive net generation of photons corresponds to a loss of energy
and gives an optimal spectral absorptivity of 0. A negative net generation of
photons gives an optimal absorptivity of 1. These arguments are also valid
for the intermediate band solar cell, which is sketched in figure 1. Whenever
the radiative recombination rate per unit area R(E) related to emission of a
particular photon energy E is larger than the generation rate per unit area
G(E) of electron hole-pairs induced by photons with this energy, the ideal
absorptivity for this particular photon energy is zero.

One way to give a solar cell the desired properties is by the use of an
ideal spectrally selective reflector. That is, a layer which is fully transparent
for photons that give a positive contribution to the cell efficiency and act
as a perfect reflector for photons that give a negative contribution. In the
reflecting energy range(s), the reflector will prohibitit photons from the sun
and the surroundings from entering the cell, but also recycle photons emitted
by the cell, resulting in a net energy gain.

In this paper, cell efficiencies are calculated using detailed balance theory
[1, 2, 4] while applying the concept of spectrally selective reflectors. Non-
overlapping absorption coefficients are assumed, meaning that for a particular
photon energy, only transitions over the largest band gap with band gap lower
than, or equal to, the photon energy will be allowed. The IB is assumed to
have zero energetical width.

Following ref. [1], two equations must be solved,

qV = µcv = µci + µiv, (1)

which describes the relation between the cell voltage V and the quasi Fermi
level splittings across the three band gaps, and

Gci −Rci = Giv −Riv, (2)
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Figure 1: A sketch of an intermediate band solar cell with spectrally selective reflectors.
Photons which are not giving a positive contribution to the cell efficiency are reflected by
the spectrally selective reflector at the front surface.
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the balance between the number of electrons entering and leaving the IB. q
is the elementary charge. Gci and Gvi are the generation rates per unit area
over Eci and Eiv, respectively, and Rci and Riv are the corresponding recom-
bination rates per unit area. Knowing the solution of the pair of equations
above, the current density of the cell is calculated by

J = q(Gcv + Gci −Rcv −Rci), (3)

where Gcv and Rcv are the generation and recombination rates per unit area
over the main band gap Ecv. The generation rates per unit area equal the
number of photons with appropriate energy that are entering the cell per
unit area and time. When the black body spectrum is used, the generation
rates described mathematically in ref. [1] have been used after multiplication
with the geometrical form factor π and a dilution factor X/46050, where X
is the concentration factor of the light. When the AM1.5G spectrum is used,
the generation rates are given by the photon fluxes in the respective energy
intervals. The recombination rates per unit area are, in all cases, given by
the generalized form of Planck’s radiation law [5] and used as described in
ref. [3]. Of course all integration limits have been adjusted to incorporate
the spectral selectivity.

Calculating J for selected values of V allow us to find the maximum
power per unit area delivered by the cell, Pmax, from the resulting IV-curve.
The efficiency η is then calculated by η = Pmax/Pin, where Pin is the irradi-
ance received by the cell. When the AM1.5G spectrum is used, Pin equals
1000 W/m2 due to the normalization of this spectrum. When the black body
spectrum is used, Pin is given by

Pin =
X

46050
σT 4

s , (4)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Ts = 6000 K is the tempera-
ture of the sun.

The calculations are first done with no reflective blocking, to identify
photon energies with a negative contribution to the efficiency. Then the cal-
culations are repeated with blocking of such photons. The reflective blocking
might change the maximum power point of the cell. Therefore it is checked if
the introduction of the blocking has changed what photon energies that give
a negative and positive contribution to the efficiency. If so, the calculations
are repeated until no such changes are found.
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When the quasi Fermi level splitting over a band gap approaches the
respective band gap energy, the absorption coefficients of photons with energy
close to this band gap are reduced due to band filling which also leads to
increased stimulated emission. For cells with a limited thickness, this has the
consequence that the absorptivity of the cell is dependent on the cell voltage
[6]. For a cell with infinite thickness, which is implicitly assumed in this work
since the absorptivity is 1 for several photon energies, the quasi Fermi level
split will always be smaller than the band gap because the recombination
rate goes towards infinity when the quasi Fermi level split approaches the
band gap [6]. The absorption coefficient will thus alway be positive and, due
to the infinite cell thickness, the absorptivity of the cell will still be 1.

When a spectrally selective reflector is reflecting photons with the band
gap energy, in an infinitely thick cell, the recombination rate will still go
towards infinity when the quasi Fermi level split approaches the band gap.
But, now some of the emitted photons cannot escape the cell. They are
reflected and reabsorbed. Therefore the effective recombination rates do not
necessarily approach infinity when the quasi Fermi level split approaches the
band gap. Once the quasi Fermi level splitting gets infinitesimally larger than
the band gap, a large, in fact infinite, number of photons will be emitted
by stimulated emission. This valve effect prevents the quasi Fermi level
split from becoming larger than the band gap also when spectrally selective
reflectors are applied. The photons emitted this way will not be recycled
by the cell nor can they escape the cell due to the spectrally selective layer.
This results in an accumulation of photons in the cell. The system is not in
steady state. When the situation is like this it is still possible to calculate the
cell efficiency by setting ∆µx = Ex, where ∆µx is the quasi Fermi level split
over the sub-band gap Ex in question and assume that the accumulation of
photons does not affect the cell properties.

The cell temperature has been set to 300 K. The efficiencies plotted as a
function of the sub-band gaps for the AM1.5G spectrum is shown in figure 2.
Combinations of band gaps that result in a system that accumulates photons
due to stimulated emission as described above are indicated by the shading.
When spectrally selective reflectors are introduced, the theoretical efficiency
limit increases from 49.4 % [3] to 52.0 % (this work). The efficiency peak is
found for Eci = 0.64 eV and Eiv = 1.41 eV, and is obtained when photons
with energy lower than 0.93 eV are subject to reflective blocking.

The efficiency limit for the black body spectrum plotted as a function of
the concentration of the light is shown in figure 3. For the 1 sun black body
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spectrum, the efficiency limit increases from 46.8 % to 48.5 % when an ideal
spectrally selective reflector is applied. The optimal band gaps are shifted
from Eci = 0.92 eV and Eiv = 1.49 eV to Eci = 0.67 eV and Eiv = 1.42 eV.
The limit is obtained when photons with energy below 0.945 eV are reflected.
For 1000 suns, a limiting efficiency of 57.7 % is found for Eci = 0.70 eV and
Eiv = 1.29 eV. This is slightly higher than the 57.3 % limit for cells without
a spectrally selective reflector.

When the light concentration is increasing, the number of incoming pho-
tons increase and the number of photon energies that should be reflected
decreases. At full concentration, spectrally selective reflectors are not chang-
ing the 63.2 % efficiency limit of the intermediate band solar cell.

For single band gap solar cells, spectral selectivity can not increase the
efficiency limit for the black body spectrum at a given light concentration.
But it can rise the efficiency limit for cells with a non-optimal band gap to the
limit for cells with an optimal band gap [4]. As just shown, spectral selectivity
can increase the efficiency limit of the IBSC for some light concentrations.
The reason for this difference is as follows: A single band gap cell with
a non-optimal band gap can be equipped with the spectral properties of
a cell with the optimal band gap when spectral selectivity is applied. In
an IBSC, spectral selectivity can give a cell spectral properties which can
not be obtained without spectral selectivity. For the IBSC, the condition
Eci + Eiv = Ecv must be fulfilled. By applying spectrally selective reflectors,
one ore more of the band gaps can be given the spectral properties of a
higher band gap. IBSCs can thus be designed in a way that gives them
optical properties like a cell where Eci + Eiv 6= Ecv.

To summarize, detailed balance theory has been used to calculate the
limiting efficiencies of intermediate band solar cells with spectrally selective
reflectors. The reflectors are reflecting photons that would otherwise give
a negative contribution to the efficiency. This leads to increased efficiency
limits for several cases, particularly when the light is not concentrated.
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Paper II

Photo�lling of Intermediate Bands

Journal of Applied Physics 105, 124512 (2009);

Unfortunately, misprints occur in equations (2), (10) and (11). These
equations should be

gif = 2π
∫ θC

0
φif(θ)αif

[
exp

(
− αif

x

cos θ

)
+ exp

(
− αif

(2W − x)
cos θ

)]
sin θ dθ,

p = Nve−
EF,p−Ev

kT

and

nIB =
NIB

e(EF−EF,IB)/kT + 1
,

respectively. The equations have been correctly implemented in the script
that is used for calculations. So the misprints do not in�uence the results
or the conclusions presented in the paper.
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A detailed balance model for the intermediate band �IB� solar cell has been developed. The model
allows the electron concentration in the IB to vary and assumes a linear relation between this
concentration and the absorption coefficients related to transitions over the subband gaps. Numerical
results show that for IBs with densities of states typical for quantum dot-superlattices it is possible
to sustain a useful population of photogenerated electrons in the IB when the cell is exposed to
concentrated light. For unconcentrated light the IB must be partially filled by means of doping to
achieve high efficiencies within reasonable optical path lengths. The filling of the IB is shown to
vary with light intensity, cell voltage, density of IB-states, and the positioning of the IB in the main
band gap both for cells that are partially filled by doping and for photofilled cells. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3153141�

I. INTRODUCTION

The intermediate band solar cell �IBSC� is a photovoltaic
�PV� concept, suggested by Luque and Martí in 1997,1 in
which subband gap photons can excite electrons over a semi-
conductor band gap in a two-step process via an IB. Such a
utilization of low-energy photons increases the maximum de-
tailed balance efficiency from the Shockley–Queisser limit of
40.7%, to a significantly higher value of 63.2%.1–3

Proposed implementations of the IBSC-concept includes
IB-formation by quantum dot superlattices �QD-IBSC� �Ref.
4� and use of materials intrinsically posessing an IB.5,6 Al-
though the IBSCs that have been made so far have had effi-
ciencies below that of single band gap reference cells, recent
research has shown progress by proving the concept of the
two-step carrier generation.7–10

To have an efficient electron pumping via the IB, there
must be both filled and empty electron states in this band.11

So far it has been assumed and argued that the IB must be
close to half-filled in thermal equilibrium to satisfy this
requirement.12,13 As a consequence, it has been proposed that
QD-IBSCs should be doped at a concentration equalling the
concentration of QDs.14 Due to the spin degeneration this
will equal half the concentration of electron states in the IB.
In the following, cells with such doping will be referred to as
prefilled cells.

The main aim of this paper is to examine whether or not
a photogenerated electron population in the IB can be suffi-
cient for the two-step generation process to work properly.
To achieve this, a model based on detailed balance principles
has been developed. A review on the detailed balance theory
is given in Ref. 15. In the following, the model is presented
and numerical results are presented and discussed.

The strategy of the modeling is to establish a set of equa-
tions from which the positions of the quasi-Fermi levels EF,n,
EF,IB, and EF,p �see Fig. 1� for each band can be calculated.

This set consists of the continuity equation for the IB, the
equation for concervation of charge neutrality and the depen-
dence between the cell voltage and the split between the
quasi-Fermi levels in the CB and the VB. Knowing the po-
sitions of the quasi-Fermi levels allows us to calculate the
involved generation and recombination rates, also shown in
Fig. 1, and subsequently the cell current and cell efficiency.

II. THE MODEL

A geometrical cell design as shown in Fig. 2 is consid-
ered. The light comes from an illuminating surface which is
either the sun itself or a concentrating optical system. This
surface extends over a semiangle �rad� as seen from the out-
side of the cell. Seen from the inside of the cell the surface
extends over a smaller angle �rad due to refraction. �rad is
thus related to �rad� , through Snell’s law.

Infinite carrier mobilities, zero reflectivity at the cell sur-
face and purely radiative recombination are assumed. Non-
overlapping, and, within each nonzero interval, constant ab-
sorption coefficients, are also assumed. The treatment of the
IB is simplified by assuming it is a collection of electron
states at a sharply defined energy EIB. Finally, we restrict the
model to consider cases where the energy gap Evi between
the VB and the IB is larger than the energy gap Eic from the
IB to the CB.

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.: �47 73 59 35
93. Electronic mail: rune.strandberg@ntnu.no.

b�Tel.: �47 73 59 03 86. Electronic mail: turid.reenaas@ntnu.no.
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The incorporation of photon recycling, reflection at the
back surface and other geometry dependent processes re-
sembles the model used by Cuadra et al.16 in their detailed
balance model developed to compare IBSCs with overlap-
ping and nonoverlapping absorption coefficients.

The back side of the cell is assumed to be a perfect
mirror. Due to total internal reflection, much of the photons
emitted in recombination processes in the cell will not be
able to leave it and will not represent a loss. Only photons
propagating toward the front surface within a cone limited by
the critical angle �c can leave the cell, as indicated in Fig. 2.
Photons emitted toward the back surface within a cone lim-
ited by the same angle, but pointing in the opposite direction,
can leave the cell after being reflected at the rear surface.
Along their optical path toward the cell surface some of these
photons will be reabsorbed by the cell, decreasing the actual
energy loss.

The thickness of the PV device is usually not a param-
eter in detailed balance calculations. Here it is included to
enable us to impose an actual difference between the photo-
filled and the prefilled IBSC. Any nonzero electron concen-
tration in the IB will provide a nonzero absorption coefficient
for allowed transitions from the IB to the CB. For an infi-
nitely thick cell, nonzero absorption coefficients will be suf-
ficient to absorb all photons. The interesting question to ask
with respect to photofilling, is whether a photogenerated car-
rier density in the IB can provide as good absorption as a
prefilled cell within a limited optical path length.

A. The continuity equation for the IB

The most complicated of the three equations determining
the positions of the quasi-Fermi levels is the continuity equa-
tion for the IB. In steady-state, the total generation and re-
combination involving transitions to or from the IB has to
has to balance each other. This balance includes generation
from the VB to the IB, Gvi and from the IB to the CB Gic,

and recombination from the CB to the IB, Rci, as well as
recombination from the IB to the VB, Riv. All rates being per
unit area, i.e.,

Gvi − Gic + Rci − Riv = �
0

W

�gvi − gic + �ci − �iv�dx = 0, �1�

where the generation rates per unit volume gvi and gic �see
Fig. 1� and the effective recombination rates per unit volume
�ci and �iv are disussed below. The integral over x and the
distance from the cell surface is taken from the cell surface,
at x=0, to the back of the cell where x=W. The integral is
needed because locally there can be a net generation or net
recombination of carriers to or from the IB. The sum of
contributions from all positions, i.e., the sum of the rates per
unit cell area, must, however, be zero in steady-state.

1. Generation rates

When considering the described cell, the photogenera-
tion of electrons from band i to band f per unit volume will
be given by the sum of excitations induced by the direct
photons and those reflected at the back surface. Along the
optical path, the generation follows Beer–Lambert’s law.
Since the optical path differs for light hitting the cell at dif-
ferent angles �, the generation rates include an integral over
�. These rates then become

gif = 2��
0

�C

�if����if�exp�− �if
x

cos �
�

+ exp	− �if
�2W − x�

cos �

�cos � sin �d� . �2�

The x /cos �-dependence on the distance traveled by the light
incorporates the mentioned difference in optical path length.
The integral over � goes from �=0, which represents light
rays normal to the surface to �=�C the critical angle of total
internal reflection. �if��� is the incoming flux, per unit solid
angle and per unit cell area, of photons able to excite elec-
trons from band i to band f , and �if is the corresponding
absorption coefficient. �if consists of two parts, radiation
from the sun and thermal radiation from the surroundings.
The radiation from the sun is recieved for 0����rad. The
radiation from the surroundings is recieved for �rad����C.
The photon fluxes are calculated from Planck’s radiation law

�if��� =
2nr

h3c2�
EL

EU E2dE

eE/kTrad��� − 1
, �3�

where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and nr is the index of
refraction of the cell material. Trad��� is the temperature of
the radiation source and is set to 6000 K for �-values corre-
sponding to radiation from the sun and 300 K for angles
corresponding to radiation from the surroundings. The inte-
gral is taken over the photon energies E from EL, the lowest
photon energy that can drive the i to f transition, to EU, the
highest energy that will drive the transition, according to the
nonoverlapping absorption coefficients.

The most important difference between this modeling
and previous work done on IBSCs, is that previously the
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FIG. 2. Angles for light absorption or emission in the solar cell. The light
comes from an illuminating surface, either the sun or an optical system,
extending over a semiangle �rad� —as seen from the outer surface of the cell.
Inside the cell, the light source subtends a smaller semiangle �rad because of
refraction. To the right, the figure indicates the cones in which light, origi-
nating from recombination, must be radiated to be able to escape the cell.
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filling of the IB or the absorption coefficients related to tran-
sitions via it, has been kept constant. As already mentioned,
the main purpose of this work is to see whether or not a
photogenerated carrier population in the IB can serve as a
base for the two-step generation process present in IBSCs.
To achieve this, it is necessary to establish a dependency
between the absorption coefficients for transitions to and
from the IB, and the concentration of IB electrons. The sim-
plest way to implement this is to assume a linear dependence
between IB-carrier densities and the absorption coefficients,
i.e., we assume that the absorption coefficient for transitions
from the IB to the CB is

�ic = �icnIB, �4�

where �ic is the absorption cross section for the transition
and nIB is the electron concentration in the IB. For transitions
from the VB to the IB we analoguosly assume the absorption
coefficient to be

�vi = �vi�NIB − nIB� , �5�

where �vi is the absorption cross section for this transition
and NIB is the number of electron states per unit volume in
the IB. Similar forms of the absorption coefficients have
been used by Keevers and Green17 in the case of generation
via impurity states and by Luque et al.18 when treating im-
purities in nonideal IBSCs.

2. Recombination rates

The net rate rfi of electrons deexcited, per unit volume,
from band f to band i while radiating photons into a solid
angle d	 is given by the generalized Planck formula

rfid	 =
2nr

2

h3c2�
EL

EU

� fi
E2

e�E−
�fi�/kTc − 1
dEd	 , �6�

where 
� fi is the quasi-Fermi level split between the two
involved bands, Tc=300 K is the cell temperature and the
integral is taken over all possibly emitted photon energies E,
that is all energies with nonzero absorption coefficient � fi.
Since part of the radiation emitted by the cell will be reab-
sorbed, and thus not represent an energy loss, and since the
number of photons leaving the cell is limited by total internal
reflection, the effective recombination rates � fi per unit vol-
ume will depend on the position x and an angular integral
over the cone limited by the critical angle �c. � fi can then be
expressed as

� fi = 2��
0

�c

rfi�exp�− � fi
x

cos �
�

+ exp	− � fi
�2W − x�

cos �

�cos � sin �d� . �7�

As in Eq. �2�, the second exponential term is included to take
into account photons that are reflected by the rear surface.
This term will go to zero for thick cells.

B. Charge conservation

The second equation to be satisfied is the Poisson equa-
tion, which in the case of infinite carrier mobility reduces to
an equation for conservation of charge neutrality. In the case
of the described IBSC, this is given by

n + nIB − p − Nd
+ = 0, �8�

where n and p are the concentrations of electrons and holes
in the CB and VB, respectively, and Nd

+ is the concentration
of ionized donor atoms used to prefill the IB. In the calcula-
tions it is assumed that all donor atoms are ionized. The
entire difference between an IBSC with a doped IB and an
IBSC without a doped IB is taken care of by the value of Nd

+.
All other independent quantities will be the same for pre-
filled and photofilled cases.

For the electron and hole concentrations n and p the
common approximations

n = Nce
−�Ec−EF,n�/kT, �9�

and

p = Nve−�EF,p−Ev�/, �10�

where EF,n is the quasi-Fermi level for electrons in the CB,
EF,p is the quasi-Fermi level for holes in the VB and Nc and
Nv are the effective densities of states in the respective
bands, have been used. The energies Ec, EIB, and Ev are the
positions of the three energy bands, as shown in Fig. 1. For
nIB the full Fermi–Dirac distribution, i.e.,

nIB =
NIB

e�EF,IB−EIB�/kT + 1
, �11�

must be used because the quasi-Fermi level EF,IB will be
close to, or at, EIB.

C. Cell voltage

The voltage in an IBSC is determined as in conventional
PV-devices. For a certain cell voltage V, the split between the
quasi-Fermi level EF,n in the CB and the quasi-Fermi level
EF,p in the VB is given by

EF,n − EF,p = qV , �12�

where q is the elementary charge.

D. Cell current

Equations �1�, �8�, and �12� constitutes a set of equations
which can be solved for the quasi-Fermi levels EF,n, EF,p,
and EF,IB, which are the only independent unknowns in the
system. This system of equations is, however, not trivial to
solve, so this has to be done numerically. When the quasi-
Fermi levels are found, the generation and recombination
rates can be calculated, and the current density of the cell is
found by

J = q�Gvc + Gic − Rcv − Riv� . �13�
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E. Simplifications

The complexity of the continuity Eq. �1� makes simpli-
fications of the system valuable, particularly when trying to
get an understanding of the photofilling of the IB. Simplifi-
cations are indeed possible for some cases.

In a short circuited cell, the split between the VB and CB
quasi-Fermi levels is zero. If the number of electrons enter-
ing the IB is larger than the number of electrons leaving it,
nIB will have to increase from its equilibrium value. If the
opposite situation occurs, nIB will decrease. This corresponds
to a shift of EF,IB upwards or downwards, respectively. To
satisfy the charge conservation, the quasi-Fermi level of the
VB and CB will have to move in the opposite direction to
account for the change of the charge in the IB. This leads to
a split between the quasi-Fermi level for the IB and the other
two quasi-Fermi levels.

A simplified band diagram for the short circuited cell is
shown, for three different cases, in Fig. 3. The photofilled
case where the IB is filled with electrons from the VB is
illustrated in Fig. 3�a�. The photofilling increases EF,IB and
reduces EF,n and EF,p. Figure 3�b� illustrates a prefilled case
where EF,IB has to increase to fulfill the continuity equation
for the IB. EF,p and EF,n must then decrease because the extra
electrons in the IB are taken from these bands. Figure 3�c�
illustrates the case where EF,IB has to decrease to fulfill the
continuity equation. Now EF,n and EF,p must increase, be-
cause the electrons removed from the IB are now in these
bands. The described quasi-Fermi level splits makes it pos-
sible to simplify the continuity Eq. �1�, because 
�iv or 
�ci

will be negative and the corresponding recombination rate
Riv or Rci will be very small.

If the split between the quasi-Fermi levels is too small,
neglecting one of the recombination rates might be errone-
ous. However, to get a non-negligible change in the filling of
IBs with NIB in the order of magnitude relevant for IBSCs,
the split has to be several kT when Nv and Nc have values
typical for semiconductors. Such splits will provide a major
difference in the size of the recombination rates for band
gaps relevant for PV-applications. In cases where the quasi-
Fermi level split is not large enough to make one of the
recombination rates negligible, the approximations to be de-
rived might predict an incorrect shift in the filling of the IB.
In such cases this shift will be very small, so the actual
filling, in fact a filling very close to the equilibrium value,
predicted by the approximations will nevertheless be good as

long as the other assumptions made in the derivations below
hold. The same kind of observation holds when in the fol-
lowing either n or p is treated as being negligible compared
to the other.

By assuming a thick cell that absorbs all incoming pho-
tons we can set Gvi=�vi and Gic=�ic, where �ic and �vi are
the total number of photons in the respective energy intervals
hitting the cell per unit cell area per second. When �vi

−�vi,0�ci−�ci,0, where �vi,0 and �vi,0 are the photons re-
cieved per unit cell area per second in thermal equilibrium,
EF,IB have to increase from its equilibrium position for the
continuity equation to be fulfilled. The concervation of
charge neutrality will then drive EF,n and EF,p down. Due to
the negative quasi-Fermi level split between the CB and the
IB, the recombination between these bands, Rci, will be very
small, compared to Riv, and can be neglected. When the dif-
ference between Evi and 
�iv is larger than a few kT, it can
be shown19 that riv can be approximated by

riv =
2nr

2

h3c2

pnIB

Nv�NIB − nIB�
eEvi/�kT��vi�

Evi

Ecv

E2eE/kTdE . �14�

Carrying out the integrals over x and 	 in Eqs. �1� and �6�
for a wide cell yields a constant � / ��vinr

2� that should be
multiplied with Eq. �14� to get the effective recombination
rate. In this case, due to the positioning of the quasi-Fermi
levels, p has to be much larger than n. Using Eq. �8� which
now becomes nIB−Nd

+� p, we can express Riv as

Riv = Kiv
�nIB − Nd

+�nIB

Nv�NIB − nIB�
, �15�

where

Kiv =
2�

h3c2e�Evi/kT��
Evi

Ecv

E2eE/kTdE . �16�

The continuity equation �vi−�ci=
�=Riv can now be
solved with respect to nIB, yielding

nIB = Nd
+ −

1

2Kiv
�Nv
�

− �Nv
� − KivNd
+�2 + 4KivNvNIB
�� . �17�

A similar derivation can be done when �vi��ci. In this
case EF,IB is lowered and EF,n and EF,p rises. The concerva-
tion of charge neutrality thus reduces to n+nIB−Nd

+=0.
When the difference between Eic and 
�ci is larger than a
few kT, it can also be shown19 that

rci =
2nr

2

h3c2

n�NIB − nIB�
NcnIB

e�Eic/kT��ic�
Eic

Evi

E2eE/kTdE . �18�

Carrying out the geometric integrals over x and 	 and using
n�Nd

+−nIB gives the approximate expression

Rci = Kci
�Nd

+ − nIB��NIB − nIB�
NcnIB

, �19�

where

CB

IB

VB

a) b) c)

E
E
F,n
F,ib

EF,p

FIG. 3. Quasi-Fermi levels under illumination for a short circuited cell. �a�
Cell with photofilled IB. �b� Prefilled IB where nIB is increased to fulfill the
continuity equation. �c� Prefilled IB where nIB is decreased to fulfill the
continuity equation.
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Kci =
2�

h3c2e�Eic/kT��
Eic

Evi

E2eE/kTdE . �20�

Solving the continuity equation 
�=−Rci with respect to nIB

yields

nIB = Nd
+ + NIB −

1

2Kci
�Nc
�

+ �Nc
� − Kci�Nd
+ + NIB��2 − 4Kci

2 Nd
+NIB� . �21�

When �vi�ci, the approximation �17� can be good
both when Nd

+=0 and when Nd
+=NIB /2 for a cell with a lim-

ited thickness. When �vi��ci, however, the approximation
�21� will not be good when Nd

+=0 because the requirement of
total absorption of the photons will be violated for the pho-
tons in �ic.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The full model described above has been used in nu-
merical examples to evaluate the efficiencies achievable by
photofilled IBSCs. The parameters used in the calculations
have values close to those found in common semiconductors,
and have been chosen as Nv=Nc=2�1019 cm−3, nr=3.5,
and �vc=1�104 cm−1. The cell temperature has been set to
300 K and NIB to 5�1017 cm−3, unless other values are
specified, which corresponds to a center to center interdot
distance of 16 nm in the case of a QD-IBSC. For the absorp-
tion cross sections no experimental data are available, but we
have chosen �vi=�ic=3�10−14 cm2. This value gives �vi

=�ic=7.5�103 cm−1 for a half-filled band when NIB=5

�1017 cm−3, which means that 99.9% of the photons will be
absorbed for an optical path of 10 �m when the IB is half-
filled. These values of �vi and �ic are between the values of
the absorption coefficients used by Martí et al.20 and those
calculated by Tomic et al.21

A. Efficiencies

The efficiencies, as a function of the band gaps, of a
photofilled and a prefilled IBSC with a thickness of 5 �m
have been calculated for various light concentrations. Fig-
ures 4�a� and 4�b� show a contour plot of these efficiencies
for unconcentrated sun light. The prefilled cell with the effi-
ciencies in Fig. 4�b� and a maximum efficiency of 46.7%
outclasses the photofilled cell, with efficiencies plotted in
Fig. 4�a�, showing a maximum efficiency of 33.9%. At 1 sun,
the photogenerated electron population in the IB is too small
to provide an effective absorption of the photons in �ic. In
the case of a photofilled cell the efficiency peak is shifted
toward smaller Evi and Eic than for the prefilled case. Smaller
band gaps increases the number of photons capable of excit-
ing electrons from the VB to the CB, which in this case is the
most efficient generation process.

Increasing the illumination to 1000 suns reduces the dif-
ferences between the photofilled and the prefilled IBSC, as
shown in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. The peak efficiency for the
photofilled cell is now only slightly shifted to lower subband
gaps, and the maximum efficiency is 56.8% compared to the
57.2% efficient prefilled cell.

The effect of light concentration on the efficiency is bet-
ter seen in Fig. 5. The efficiencies of cells with Ecv
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FIG. 4. Maximum efficiencies of a photofilled �a� and prefilled �b� IBSC as a function of the subband gaps Evi and Eic at 1 sun illumination. At 1000 suns the
differences between the photofilled �c� and the prefilled �d� cells are reduced considerably.
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=2.15 eV, Evi=1.35 eV, and Ecv=0.8 eV, which is close to
the efficiency peak at 1000 suns, has been calculated for
various light concentrations and various density of electron
states in the IB. For the results obtained with NIB=1
�1017 cm−3 and NIB=1�1018 cm−3, �vi and �vi have been
adjusted to values maintaining absorption of 99.9% of the
photons for an optical path of 10 �m with half-filled IB.

For low Nib, the IB is easier to photofill, in accordance
with Eq. �17�, and the difference in efficiency between a
photofilled and a prefilled cell will therefore be smaller for a
cell with a low NIB than for one with a larger NIB. In Fig. 6
the cell efficiencies are plotted as a function of �NIBW,
where �=�vi=�ic, which is a measure of the absorbance of
the cell. The horizontal axis ranges from 1, which gives 1
−exp�−�NIBW�=0.63, to 10, giving 1−exp�−�NIBW�
=0.999 95. For a light concentration of 1000 suns the curves
for NIB=1�1016 cm−3 and NIB=1�1017 cm−3 are not in-
cluded in the figure because they are very close to the curve
for the prefilled cell. This is also the case for the curve for
NIB=1�1016 cm−3 at 100 suns.

Note that the sizes of the absorption cross sections are
not important to the conclusions that are made with respect
to cell efficiencies. They will be important when determining
the thickness needed for an efficient IBSC, but they do not
directly affect the potential of photofilled IBSCs. The impor-

tant parameters when considering the efficiency difference
between a prefilled and a photofilled cell are NIB, the light
intensity and the absorptivity of the cell.

For cells that are thick enough to absorb practically all
incoming photons, the same absolute efficiency limit is ob-
tained as by common detailed balance calculations.1 This
63.2% limit is found regardless of the prefilling of the IB.

B. Filling of the IB

The filling of the IB is shown for various light concen-
trations in Fig. 7 for a photofilled �a� and prefilled �b� cell,
with Ecv=2 eV, at zero cell voltage. The cell thickness has
been set to 10 �m and NIB to 5�1017 cm−3. For higher NIB

the effect of the illumination on the filling will be reduced,
and for lower NIB the effect is increased, as can be seen from
the NIB-dependence of Eqs. �17� and �21�. For this particular
band gap 
�=0 for Evi�1.26 eV. From the figure it is clear
that the filling of the IB varies with light intensity and the
position of the IB in both cases. In the photofilled case, the
filling is low for Evi1.26 eV which corresponds to �vi

��ic and 
��0. For lower values of Evi, however, the
number of photons exciting electrons to the IB is larger than
the number of photons exciting electrons from it, and a larger
population of IB electrons can be sustained. In agreement
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with the curves in Fig. 5, a light concentration of at least a
few hundred suns seems necessary to provide an IB-electron
concentration giving an �ic large enough �see Eq. �4�� to
absorb most of the incoming photons within an acceptable
optical path length for this particular value of NIB. For high
light intensities the difference between the filling in the
photofilled and prefilled cases gets small for 
�0, that is
for Evi�1.26 eV.

The dotted lines in Fig. 7 are the result of the approxi-
mations in Eqs. �17� and �21�. For the photofilled cell the
approximation is not very good when 
� is too small, that is
for Evi around 1.26 eV. For both the photofilled and the pre-
filled cases the approximation becomes less accurate when
the IB is nearly full or nearly empty. The reason for these
discrepancies is that not all photons are absorbed in these
cases, contradicting the assumption of full absorption that
was made during the derivation of the approximations.

The approximate expressions for nIB are derived under
the assumption that the cell is short circuited. The arguments
used in the derivation should also hold for small cell volt-
ages. In Fig. 8 the filling of the IB is plotted as a function of
cell voltage for the same cases as in Fig. 7 with Evi

=1.25 eV, a value chosen to get 
�0. For all illumina-
tions, and for both the photofilled and prefilled IBSC, the
filling keeps its low-voltage value for voltages up to around
1.5 V. In this voltage range one of the recombination rates is
much smaller than the other one and can be neglected as is
done in the derivation of the approximations. As the voltage
approaches 2V, the recombination rates becomes very large
compared to the generation rates. So when qV gets close to
Ecv, the filling will therefore depend practically only on the
recombination rates, and become independent on the illumi-
nation.

As can be seen from Eq. �17�, nIB /NIB will decrease for
the photofilled case when NIB increases. Values of NIB from
1�1016 to 1�1018 cm−3, which have been used in the cal-
culations above, corresponds to QD superlattice constants
between 13 and 58 nm, which is quite typical for such nano-
structures. Bulk IB-materials have NIB orders of magnitude
higher than this. They will thus be practically impossible to
photofill.

A low filling of the IB as we have seen for several of the
photofilled cases, can actually be an advantage. Cuadra et
al.16 have shown that the negative effect of overlapping ab-
sorption coefficients will be limited if �vi�ic. A filling of
9% for example, will, when �ic=�vi and the absorption co-
efficients have the form in Eqs. �4� and �5�, give �vi /�ic

�10 which the mentioned authors outline as an appropriate
ratio to suppress much of the negative overlap effect.

In Sec. II properties of an ideal IBSC were stated. In real
IBSCs there will be deviations from these, so the results
described above and the conclusions made below might not
be valid for nonideal cells. Real cells will experience reflec-
tion losses, imperfect photon recycling, nonradiative recom-
bination losses etc. that will lower the number of photons
that can be utilized by the cell. In addition, terrestrial cells
will experience a spectrum containing fewer photons than
the black body spectrum used in the calculations above. This
means that higher light concentrations than indicated will, in
general, be needed to get an equivalent impact on the filling
of the IB. The presence of absorption lines in the terrestrial
spectrum might, however, cause deviations from this general
observation. Nonradiative recombination losses will also af-
fect the electron currents to and from the IB, and thus affect
the filling of it and the cell performances. If nonradiative
processes drain the IB of a photofilled cell, the IB will not be
able to provide effective two-step generation.

Another important issue to keep in mind when transfer-
ring the results obtained in this work to real devices, is the
assumption of an IB with zero width. For wide IBs, a quasi-
Fermi level close to the lower edge of the band will imply a
lower filling than what is the case for a narrow IB. A wide IB
will therefore be harder to photofill. For prefilled cells, a
shift in the IB quasi-Fermi level will have less impact on the
filling of wide IBs than in narrow ones.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A model, based on detailed balance principles, describ-
ing the IBSC has been developed. The major difference from
existing models is that the electron concentration in the IB is
allowed to vary. The present model has allowed us to exam-
ine whether or not a photofilled IB can allow an efficient
two-step photogeneration of electrons, as well as to see how
illumination affects the filling of the IB in prefilled cells.

The core of the model is charge conservation, the conti-
nuity equation for the IB and the relation between cell volt-
age and quasi-Fermi level splits. These equations are solved
for the three quasi-Fermi levels present in the cell. The so-
lutions determine the filling of the IB as well as the genera-
tion and recombination rates which are finally used to calcu-
late the cell efficiency.

Numerical calculations show that a photofilled IBSC
with a limited thickness can give efficiencies comparable to
the efficiencies of a prefilled IBSC for concentrated light for
NIB typically found in QD-IBSCs, at least in the idealised
setting for which the model is derived. This relieves the con-
straint of having a half-filled IB in thermal equilibrium in
QD-IBSCs.

Despite the promising performance of the ideal photo-
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suns. The voltages giving maximum efficiency are indicated with bars. Open
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filled IBSC, photofilling may not be easy to achieve in real
cells. Nonradiative recombination processes can have a more
devastating effect on the performance of a photofilled IBSC
than in a prefilled one due to the possibility of draining of the
IB.

A wide IB will also be harder to photofill than a narrow
IB. In this model we only consider the extreme, and in fact
unphysical, case of a sharply defined IB located at a single
energy EIB. The electron population in wide prefilled IBs will
be less affected by changes in the IB quasi-Fermi level and
therefore less influenced by the illumination it is exposed to
than what is predicted by this model.
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Drift-di�usion model for Intermediate Band Solar Cells
including photo�lling e�ects

Abstract

A novel drift-di�usion model for intermediate band solar cells (IBSC) is presented. The model di�ers

from previous drift-di�usion models by allowing the carrier concentrations in all three bands to vary. It

is developed for the idealized case where only radiative recombination occurs and where the IB has zero

width. The model is used to compare the performance of IBSCs where the IB-region is doped to get

a partially �lled IB (pre�lled IBSC) to IBSCs where the IB-region is not doped to partially �ll the IB

(photo�lled IBSC). Numerical results show that a photo�lled IBSC can achieve high e�ciencies when

operated under concentrated light. In fact, for some particular cases, a photo�lled cell will perform

better than a pre�lled cell. The optimal degree of pre�lling, i.e. the ratio of the concentration of doping

atoms to the total number of IB-states, is found for a particular example. It is also examined how the

carrier concentrations in all three bands, the conduction, the intermediate and the valence bands, vary

in pre�lled and photo�lled IBSCs. Finally, the band diagrams of a pre�lled and photo�lled IBSC are

discussed.

1 Introduction

The intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) is a third generation photovoltaic concept based on the prin-

ciple of two-step photogeneration via an intermediate band (IB), situated in the usually forbidden

semiconductor band gap. Research on this device is motivated by high theoretical e�ciencies [1, 2, 3].

The IB has to be partially �lled to allow photoexcitation both to it and from it [4]. So far, it has

usually been assumed that the IB has to be, or at least be close to, half-�lled in thermal equilibrium.

In addition, a clamping of the quasi-Fermi level of the IB to its equilibrium value under operation of

the IBSC has usually also been assumed in theoretical work [5, 6, 7, 8]. Clamping of the IB quasi-Fermi

level gives a �xed �lling of the IB, i.e. a �lling constant in space and always equal to the �lling in

thermal equilibrium, which subsequently gives �xed absorption coe�cients for transitions to and from

1



the IB.

It has been shown that the assumption of a �xed �lling of the IB can be valid when the density of

states in the intermediate band is su�ciently high [6, 9]. It has also been shown, however, that the �lling

of intermediate bands with densities of states typical for IBSCs based on quantum dot superlattices

(QD-IBSCs)[10], can increase or decrease from the equilibrium �lling when the cell is illuminated -

particularly when the light is concentrated [11, 12]. In the following the, terms "photo�lled cell" and

"pre�lled cell" are used. A photo�lled cell is a cell where the intermediate band is only occupied by

thermally excited electrons, i.e. it is practically empty, in thermal equilibrium. The IB is then partially

�lled by photoexitation. A pre�lled cell is a cell that has been partially �lled by means of doping. In

some occasions the terms "photo�lling" and "photo�lling e�ects" are used. These refer to an increase

or decrease of the �lling under operation of the cell as compared to the �lling in thermal equilibrium.

While the model describing photo�lling in ref. [12] is based on detailed balance principles, the present

model investigates the possibilities of photo�lling from a device modelling perspective. The di�erence

between this work and previous drift-di�usion models [6, 13] is to allow the electron concentration in

the IB, and thus the related absorption coe�cients, to vary during operation of the cell.

The model treats an intermediate band solar cell sketched in �gure 1. The intermediate band is

sandwiched between the p and n emitters and two �eld-damping layers as proposed by Martí et al.[8].

To prevent tunnelling of electrons from the IB to the n-emitter, the �eld-damping layer of p-type can

be substituted with an intrinsic region [14]. The purpose of the �eld-damping layers is to keep the

IB-material in a �atband region of the cell to maintain a relatively even spatial distribution of electrons

in the intermediate band. The optimal width of the �eld-damping layers depends on the cell voltage

and should in practice be optimized for the voltage yielding the highest e�ciency. For other voltages,

parts of the intermediate band region will be depleted. With densities of states of the magnitude one

can expect to �nd in QD-IBSCs, the thickness of the possibly depleted layers of the IB region will

typically correspond to less than a few tens of nanometers. This is thin compared to the optical path

length that seems to be necessary to absorb the majority of the sub-band gap photons in IB-materials

based on QD-superlattices [15]. In the following, the cell is treated as if the �eld-damping layers are

optimized with respect to the particular voltage at which the cell properties are evaluated.

The �rst step in the modeling is to determine the carrier concentrations in all three bands, the
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conduction band (CB), the IB and the valence band (VB), in the IB-region by solving a set of di�erential

equations that describes the device. The equations include the continuity equations for the bands plus

the Poisson equation. The system is solved under the constraint that the net charge in the IB-region is

zero. Zero charge is required to have an electrostatic �eld equal to zero at both edges of the IB-region,

i.e. at x = 0 and x = W as shown in �gure 1. With optimized �eld-damping layers this will be the

case.

For simplicity, the intermediate band is treated as a collection of electron states at a sharply de�ned

energy level Eib, still possessing the collective characteristics of a band of delocalized states. It is also

assumed that all photons enter the cell normal to the cell surface and that the re�ectivity of the cell is

zero. The emitters and �eld-damping layers are assumed to be too thin to absorb a signi�cant amount

of photons, which makes it possible to neglect generation and recombination processes taking place in

these regions.

Light

0x W

p-emitter

n-emitterIB-region

n
p

Field damping layers
CB

VB

IB

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the intermediate band solar cell. The purpose of the �eld-damping

layers is to obtain �at bands in the IB-region.

In section 2, the mathematical details of the model are presented, as well as a discussion of the

di�erences in the band diagram of a photo�lled and pre�lled IBSC. The model is then used to investigate

numerical examples in section 3.
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2 Mathematical model

This section is divided into two subsections. In the �rst part, appropriate recombination and generation

rates are derived. The model itself is then put together and discussed in section 2.2.

2.1 Generation rates and recombination rates

The absorption coe�cients associated with electron transitions to and from an intermediate band de-

pends on the number of electrons in this band. The simplest way to incorporate such dependencies

mathematically is to assume a linear relationship between the absorption coe�cients and the concen-

tration of IB electrons. To be precise, the absorption coe�cients are assumed to be

αci = σcinib, (1)

for excitations from the IB to the CB and

αiv = σiv(Nib − nib), (2)

for excitations from the VB to the IB, where σci and σiv are the absorption cross-sections for the

respective processes, Nib is the total density of states in the IB and nib is the electron density in the

IB. Linear relationships between the �lling of the intermediate states and the absorption coe�cients

have previously been used while treating cases with localized intermediate states [11, 16, 17].

The three absorption coe�cients of the system, αci, αiv and αcv, the latter being for transitions

from the VB to the CB, are assumed to be non-overlapping. This implies that for a particular photon

energy E there is at maximum one absorption coe�cient with a non-zero value, namely the absorption

coe�cient related to excitations over the largest band gap with a band gap energy smaller than the pho-

ton energy. Non-overlapping absorption coe�cients simpli�es the model since overlapping absorption

coe�cients introduces irreversible processes that are not occurring otherwise [18, 19]. It is also assumed

that the absorption coe�cients are independent of the photon energy in their respective energy ranges.

The generation rates at a distance x from the surface of the cell are as usual given by gif(x) =

φif(x)αif(x), where φif is the �ux of photons energetically allowed to excite electrons from band i to
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band f, and αif is the absorption coe�cient for this transition. The generation rates gci, giv and gcv

then become

gci(x) = σcinibφci,0exp
(
−

∫ x

0
σcinib(x′) dx′

)
, (3a)

giv(x) = σiv(Nib − nib)φvi,0exp
(
−

∫ x

0
σiv(Nib − nib(x′)) dx′

)
and (3b)

gcv(x) = αcvφvc,0exp(−αcvx), (3c)

where φci,0, φvi,0 and φcv,0 are the photon �uxes at x = 0. The integral in the exponents in eqs. (3a)

and (3b) occurs because nib, and thus the absorption coe�cients, are allowed to vary spatially. When

the electron mobility in the IB is high, nib will be uniform throughout the IB-region and the integrals

can be substituted with σcinibx and σiv(Nib − nib)x, respectively. The respective �uxes at the surface

of the cell are found by

φif,0 =
X

46050
2π

h3c2

∫ EH

EL

E2

exp
(

E
kTs

)
− 1

dE, (4)

where h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, c is the speed of light and Ts is the temperature

of the sun, in this work assumed to be 6000K. X is the concentration factor. The integration limits

EL and EH are determined by the band gap in question and corresponds to the limits of the energy

interval where the respective absorption coe�cient is non-zero..

The radiative recombination rate from band f band to band i is given by [20]

rif = K

∫
αif

E2

exp
(

E−∆µfi
kT

)
− 1

dE, (5)

where ∆µif is the quasi-Fermi level split between the involved bands and T is the temperature of the

cell. The constant K equals 8πn2
r/h3c2, where nr is the index of refraction. The integral is to be taken

over all possible energies E of the emitted photons.

In device modelling, a simpli�ed version of the expression for the radiative recombination rates [21]

rif ≈ Ke
∆µif
kT

∫
αifE

2e−
E
kT dE, (6)
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is usually used. The approximation is valid when ∆µfi is small compared to the smallest radiated

photon energy, i.e. when exp((E − ∆µ)/kT ) >> 1. This approximation can also be used for the

recombination rates involving the IB - with a little care, however. In photovoltaic devices based on

ordinary semiconductors, both quasi-Fermi levels will be located within the band gap. In an IB-material

the quasi-Fermi level of the IB can in principle be both over and under Eib, the absolute energy of the

center of the intermediate band, and thus potentially be outside the sub-band gap over which one of

the recombination process takes place. Quasi-Fermi level splittings that do not meet the criterion for

this approximation might therefore arise more easily in IB-devices than in traditional devices. In the

numerical examples later in this paper, the resulting di�erence between a quasi-Fermi level split and

the relevant band gap is always larger than 4kT . This limits the error in the recombination rates to

less than 2%. In most of the examples, however, the error is signi�cantly lower than this.

It is useful to express the recombination rates by the carrier densities, for further simpli�cation.

Since the recombination rates used in ref. [6] are derived under the assumption of a �xed IB �lling,

a derivation of recombination rates that does not have this restriction is done in the following. The

quasi-Fermi level of the intermediate band, EF,ib, will most likely be positioned at or close to Eib. The

Fermi-Dirac distribution should therefore be used, i.e.

nib =
Nib

exp
(

Eib−EF,ib

kT

)
+ 1

. (7)

For the CB and VB, the relation between the carrier densities and the quasi-Fermi levels EF,c and EF,v

are, as common in semiconductor physics, assumed to be described by the approximations

n = Nce−(Ec−EF,c)/kT and (8a)

p = Nve(Ev−EF,v)/kT , (8b)

where n is the electron concentration in the CB, p is the hole concentration in the VB and Nc and Nv

are the e�ective densities of states in the CB and VB, respectively.
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Eib
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EF,p
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∆µiv

∆µcv
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CB

IB
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Figure 2: Simpli�ed band diagram showing the energy band con�guration of the IB-material as well as

the quasi-Fermi level splits. In the modelling, the width of the IB, ∆Eib, is assumed to be zero.

Using equation (7) and equations (8), while keeping an eye on the band diagram in �gure 2, one

�nds

e∆µci/kT = e(Eib−EF,ib+EF,c−Ec+Ec−Eib)/kT =
n

Nc

(
Nib − nib

nib

)
eEci/kT , (9a)

e∆µiv/kT = e(EF,ib−Eib+Ev−EF,v+Eib−Ev)/kT =
p

Nv

(
nib

Nib − nib

)
eEiv/kT and (9b)

e∆µcv/kT = e(EF,c−Ec+Ev−EF,v+Ec−Ev)/kT =
np

NcNv
eEcv/kT , (9c)

where equation (9c) is well known for regular semiconductors. Inserting equations (9a)-(9c) into their

respective counterparts in (6a-c) and using (1) and (2) gives the following expressions for the radiative

recombination rates:

rci = Kσci(Nib − nib)
n

Nc
eEci/kT Ici, (10a)

riv = Kσivnib
p

Nv
eEiv/kT Iiv and (10b)

rcv = Kαcv
np

NcNv
eEcv/kT Icv, (10c)
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where Ifi, with fi = ci, iv or cv, are the integrals given by

Ifi =
∫ EU

EL

E2e−E/kT dE, (11)

i.e. the integrals over the possible energies of the emitted photons, where EL and EU are the lower

and upper limits of the energy interval in which the absorption coe�cient relevant for the transition is

non-zero. The expressions for the two recombination rates involving the IB are, as one might expect,

showing the same qualitative behaviour as the recombination from the CB to the VB described by the

well known eq. (10c). The rates are linearly dependent on the product of the density of electrons in

the upper band and the density of unoccupied states in the lower.

2.2 Model of the cell

Having derived appropriate recombination and generation rates makes it possible to develop a model

that can be used to calculate the carrier densities and the cell performance. The mathematical details

of the model used to calculate the results in section 3, is presented in the following.

If the spatial distribution of n, nib and p leads to net charges at any position, an electrostatic �eld F

will occur. The magnitude of the �eld is found by the Poisson equation, which for this system becomes

dF

dx
=

q

ε
(p− nib − n + N+

d ), (12)

where ε is the dielectric constant and N+
d is the concentration of ionized donor atoms used to partially

�ll the intermediate band. All donor atoms are assumed to be ionized, so that N+
d equals Nd, the

density of donor atoms. In materials where the IB-electrons have a su�ciently high mobility and

density, electrostatic �elds will be screened by the IB-electrons [6]. In cases where the mobility of the

IB-electrons is low, however, electrostatic �elds can not be neglected.

Including both carrier di�usion and drift, the continuity equations for this three band system be-

comes
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Dn
d2n

dx2 + µn
d(nF )

dx
+ gci + gcv − rci − rcv = 0, (13a)

kTµib

q

d
dx

(
Nib

Nib − nib

dnib

dx

)
+ µib

d(nibF )
dx

+ giv − gci + rci − riv = 0 and (13b)

Dp
d2p

dx2 − µp
d(pF )

dx
+ giv + gcv − riv − rcv = 0, (13c)

where Dn and Dp are the carrier di�usion constants and µn, µib and µp are the carrier mobilities. The

�rst term in equation (13b) di�ers from the �rst term in the two other equations because the Einstein

relation D = kTµ/q is not applicable to the IB. A derivation of the �rst term in equations (13b) is

shown in appendix A.

The system of equations, (12) and (13), should be solved with the constraint
∫ W
0 (p − n − nib +

N+
d ) dx = 0 to preserve charge neutrality in the IB-region. In general, charge neutrality is not a

requirement, but to comply with the boundary conditions presented below, the electrostatic �eld has

to be zero at both edges of the IB-region. As mentioned above, this is equivalent to have optimized

�eld-damping layers.

At x = 0 and x = W there can be no current in the intermediate band due to its termination. Since

the electric �eld is zero and the current has to be purely di�usive at these positions, dnib
dx = 0 for x = 0

and x = W are appropriate boundary conditions.

Given the assumption that the emitters and �eld-damping layers are too thin to absorb signi�cant

amounts of photons, there will be no hole current in the VB at x = 0 and no electron current in the

CB at x = W . This leads to the boundary conditions dn
dx


x=W

= dp
dx


x=0

= 0.

In accordance with the depletion approximation, the boundary conditions

n(0) = n0 exp
(
qVn/kT

)
(14)

and

p(W ) = p0 exp
(
qVp/kT

)
, (15)

are also applied. n0 and p0 are the electron and hole densities in the IB-region in thermal equilibrium

and Vn and Vp are the voltages over the two sub-junctions, as shown in �gure 3 b) and c). These

sub-junction voltages are related to the cell voltage V through
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V = Vn + Vp + Vρ, (16)

where Vρ is the potential di�erence between x = 0 and x = W due to possible displacement of charge in

the IB-region. Vρ will be small whenever the carriers in one or more bands have a density and mobility

high enough to screen electrostatic �elds in the IB-region. In this paper, Vρ is very small, and thus

neglected, in all calculations except those in section 3.1.

The band diagrams in �gure 3 illustrates some points that are worth mentioning. The �gure

shows a cell where the illumination increases the �lling of the IB, b) and c), as compared to in thermal

equilibrium, a), in a photo�lled and a pre�lled cell. In the �gure it is assumed that the carrier mobilities

are in�nite. The quasi Fermi level splittings are then constant in the IB-region. It is useful to de�ne

the quantities V ′
n = ∆µci/q and V ′

p = ∆µiv/q. Now, in cells where the quasi-Fermi level for the IB

is clamped to its equilibrium value, V ′
n and V ′

p, will equal Vn and Vp, respectively. When EF,ib is not

clamped, these quantities will be decoupled. As shown in �gure 3, the decoupling can happen when

the cell is short circuited b) as well as when a bias is applied to the cell c). In other words, V ′
n and

V ′
n, which are the potential di�erences driving the recombination processes via the intermediate band

does not equal the voltages Vn and Vp which determines the carrier concentrations in the CB and VB.

We still have Vn + Vp = V ′
n + V ′

p = V , however. In terms of an equivalent circuit for an IBSC, see for

example ref. [22], V ′
n and V ′

p, not Vn and Vp, are the voltages over the two diodes associated with the

sub-band gaps.
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Figure 3: Schematic band diagrams for a pre�lled (top) and a photo�lled (bottom) IBSC in the dark

a), illuminated and short-circuited b) and illuminated and subject to a cell voltage V b). The diagrams

illustrate a situation where nib increase due to illumination, as discussed in more detail in ref. [12].

In�nite carrier mobilities are required to achieve spatially invariant V ′
n and V ′

p.

As illustrated in the left column of �gure 3, the built-in potential Vbi,p between the p-emitter and

the IB-region in a photo�lled cell is smaller than in a pre�lled cell, while the built in potential Vbi,n

between the IB-region an the n-emitter is larger. The optimal thickness of the �eld-damping layers will

therefore be di�erent for the two cell types, as will be shown in section 3.4.

The current has to be constant throughout the cell. For x = 0 the current consists entirely of

electron current in the CB and for x = W it consists entirely of hole current in the VB. With zero

electric �eld at the boundaries of the IB-region the current density thus becomes
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J = qDn
dn

dx


x=0

= −qDp
dp

dx


x=W

. (17)

When the current is found, the e�ciency η is calculated by

η =
ImVm

Esun
=

JmAVm

Esun
, (18)

where Vm is the voltage at the maximum power point, Im is the cell current and Jm the current density

at this voltage, and A is the area of the cell. The denominator Esun = (X/46050)ST 4
s , where S is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, is the energy brought to the cell by the photons in the solar spectrum.

In materials where the mobility of the IB-electrons is high, the modelling can be simpli�ed due to

screening of the electrostatic �eld, and the terms in the continuity equations that contain these �elds

can be neglected. For a half-�lled IB with Nib = 1 · 1017 cm−3, the number of states in the IB is high

enough to provide screening, while maintaining a relatively �at distribution of nib throughout the cell,

when the mobility exceeds 62 cm2V−1s−1, as discussed in ref. [6]. Equation (13b) can in such cases be

replaced with

∫ W

0

(
giv − gci + rci − riv

)
dx = 0, (19)

i.e. an equation that can be used to �nd a spatially constant value for the �lling of the IB.

In the following section, the full model, that is, with equation (13b), has been used in the calculations

of the carrier concentrations in section 3.1. For calculations of cell performance, the electron mobility

in the IB is assumed to be high, and the IB-region is treated as being quasi-neutral. The simpli�ed

model with equation (19) has been used in the latter cases.

In summary, the model resembles a previous model presented by Martí et al. [6] using basically the

same geometry and boundary conditions, but represents a step towards a full model for IBSC-devices

by introducing a non-constant electron concentration in the IB.

3 Numerical results and discussion

The described model is used to calculate carrier densities and performance characteristics of pre�lled

and photo�lled IBSCs. First the carrier distributions are investigated in section 3.1. The performance
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of photo�lled and pre�lled IBSCs are then compared in section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the optimal

�lling of the intermediate band and, �nally, values of the sub-junction voltages and the optimal width

of the �eld damping layers are discussed in section 3.4.

The calculations are made with band gaps Ecv = 2 eV, Eiv = 1.2 eV and Eci = 0.8 eV. The cell

thickness is W = 5µm. The absorption coe�cient αcv is set to a value of 104 cm−1, and the photon �uxes

are calculated from the 6000K black body spectrum. The cell temperature is set to 300 K. Thermal

generation caused by radiation from the surroundings is neglected. The density of IB-states is set to

2.5 · 1017 cm−3, which corresponds to a center to center interdot distance of 20 nm in a quantum dot

superlattice. The absorption cross sections are set to 3·10−14 cm2 which will give absorption coe�cients

of 3750 cm−1 with a half-�lled IB. This value is of the same order as the absorption coe�cients calculated

by Tomic et al. for a superlattice of InAs quantum dots embedded in GaAs [15]. In some of the numerical

examples to follow, the values of the absorption cross-sections are varied, by varying the ratio of them

(i.e. σci/σiv) while keeping their geometrical average constant. The carrier mobilities in the VB and

CB are set to 2000 cm2V−1s−1. Nc and Nv are both set to 2 × 1019 cm−3. The light concentration is

varied from 10 to 1000. The concentration is speci�ed for each of the presented cases.

The relative dielectric constant is set to 13 and the index of refraction to 1. This imposes an

inconsistency, because εr should equal n2
r . The dielectric constant have been given a value which is

a typical for semiconductors, to incorporate the e�ect of potential electrostatic �elds in a good way.

Choosing an index of refraction larger than 1 will increase the recombination rates as well as reduce

the solid angle through which photons can escape the cell. This will lead to an overestimation of

the recombination losses unless photon recycling is incorporated into the model. To include photon

recycling in a model like this will be complicated, and, as pointed out by Martí et al. [6], photon

recycling e�ects are usually not incorporated in modelling of conventional semiconductor devices either.

So to avoid overcomplicating the model, the index of refraction has been set to 1. It is the opinion

of the authors that the results obtained by the model, although inconsistent on this particular point,

give useful qualitative information about IBSC-devices. In the following, the electrons in the IB are

assumed to have high mobilities in several of the numerical examples. In such cases the electric �eld

in the IB-region can be neglected. The dielectric constant is then no longer a parameter in the model,

and the inconsistency between the values of εr and nr disappears.
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3.1 Carrier distributions

To calculate the electron distribution in an IB with low electron mobilities, the full model, using equation

(13b), is applied. Figure 4 shows the electron distribution in the IB at the open-circuit voltage for a

photo�lled cell with µib = 20 cm2V−1s−1. This is a rather low mobility compared to what is usually the

case in the CB and VB of semiconductors, but if the origin of the intermediate band is a QD-superlattice

one might probably expect rather low mobilities since the electrons will have to tunnel through the

barriers between the quantum dots. As seen from the �gure, the �lling depends on the ratio σci/σiv

of the absorption cross-sections. It can been shown [12] that in cases where the cell is thick enough to

absorb all incoming photons, photon recycling is included and the carrier mobility is set to in�nity, the

�lling of an IB will not depend on the absorption cross-sections. In the present case, however, the cell

has a limited thickness so that not all incoming photons are absorbed.

When σci is the larger of the two absorption cross sections, electrons will be excited from the IB to

the CB more easily than from the VB to the IB. This results in a relatively low nib. When σiv is largest,

that is σci/σiv < 1, electrons are more easily pumped into the IB than removed from it, resulting in a

larger nib than when σci/σiv > 1.

In addition to a�ecting the average �lling of the IB, the ratio of the absorption cross-sections also

a�ects the spatial variation of nib. Looking at the case with σci/σiv = 0.1, the solid line in �gure 4, one

�nds that nib is lower near the front surface than near backside of the cell. The reason for this is that

near the front surface, the net generation of electrons over Eci, that is gci − rci, is larger than the net

generation of electrons over Eiv. Due to the di�erence in the absorption coe�cients, mainly caused by

the di�erence in the absorption cross-sections, φci will be absorbed more rapidly than φiv. This causes

the number of electrons excited from the VB to the IB to increase relative to the number of electrons

excited from the IB to the CB, and for increasing x, the net generation over Eiv will eventually become

larger than the net generation over Eci. nib is therefore increasing with increasing x.

For σci/σiv = 1, 2 or 5, the situation is opposite. For small x, the net generation rate over Eiv is

larger than the net generation over Eci. For larger values of x, the net generation over Eci is eventually

becoming the larger, resulting in nib-pro�les that are decreasing with increasing x.
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Figure 4: The electron distribution in the IB of a photo�lled cell at Voc at 1000 suns plotted for various

σci/σiv.

Figure 5: Electrons in the CB (solid lines), electrons in the IB (dash-dot lines) and holes in the VB

(dashed lines) at Voc at 1000 suns. The plots are made for a photo�lled cell (blue) and for a pre�lled

cell (magenta) with Nd/Nib = 0.5. σci/σiv = 2 for both cells.
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To compare the carrier concentrations in all three bands in a photo�lled and a pre�lled cell, with

Nd/Nib = 0.5, �gure 5 shows calculated carrier distributions at the open circuit voltage at 1000 suns

with σci/σiv = 2. From the �gure it is seen that the hole concentration is higher in the photo�lled cell

than in the pre�lled one, because in the former, practically all the electrons in the IB have been excited

from the VB, leaving behind a large hole population in the VB.

In both cases, the electrons in the CB are shifted towards the rear side of the solar cell while the holes

in the VB are shifted towards the front surface of the cell. This is a result of the electrostatic �eld set

up by the distribution of electrons in the IB. As seen from �gure 4, the shape of the spatial distribution

of nib reverses if σci/σiv gets su�ciently small, like for the curve calculated for σci/σiv = 0.1. So will

the shape of the spatial distribution of n and p. This separation of carriers might have consequences

for the device design of IBSCs. Electrons are extracted through the n-emitter, whereas the holes are

extracted through the p-emitter. To give these carriers a small push in the right direction, one should

decide whether the n-emitter or p-emitter should be placed at the front of the cell based on the spatial

variation of nib. If σci/σiv = 1, 2 or 5, the electrons and holes will be pushed in the correct direction if

the n-emitter is on top of the cell. When σci/σiv = 0.1, however, the carriers are pushed in the correct

direction if the p-emitter is at the front of the cell.

It should be noted that the �lling of the IB probably will be less a�ected by the light in an IB-

material with a �nite width of the IB (∆Eib>0, see �gure 2) than in the idealized case treated here. In

a wide IB a shift in the quasi-Fermi level will not a�ect the number of electrons in the IB as much as

in a narrow IB.

How the electron distribution in the IB will be a�ected by non-radiative recombination is another

important issue that is not taken into account in this model.

3.2 Cell Performance

The results in this and the following sections are obtained by assuming a very high electron mobility

in the IB, which allow us to treat the IB-region as quasi-neutral (that is, neglecting the electrostatic

�eld). Equation (13b) is therefore replaced with equation (19).

Figure 6 shows the IV curves of a pre�lled (with Nd/Nib = 0.5) and photo�lled IBSC for various

light concentrations when σci/σiv = 1. Performance data are also listed in table 1. The short-circuit
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current divided by the concentration factor, Jsc/X, increases signi�cantly with increasing light intensity

in the photo�lled case. For low light intensities, the photogenerated population of IB-electrons does

not provide an αci that is su�ciently large to sustain an e�cient step-wise generation process from the

VB to the CB. For the pre�lled cell, Jsc/X increases slightly with light concentration. This increase

occurs because concentrated light causes a shift in nib to values that provide a better utilization of

the sub-band gap photons. At 10 suns, nib/Nib is still 0.50 at Vm, which means that the �lling is not

signi�cantly a�ected by the illumination. At 1000 suns the pre�lled cell has nib/Nib = 0.57 at Vm,

which is closer to the optimal �lling that will be shown below to be nib/Nib around 0.65.

Figure 6: IV curves of a pre�lled and a photo�lled IBSC at 10, 100 and 1000 suns illumination. The

current is divided by the concentration factor X. σci/σiv = 1.

It is also apparent from �gure 6 and table 1 that for 10 suns, the open-circuit voltage is slightly

higher for the photo�lled cell. The reason for this is that the low number of IB-electrons acts as a

bottleneck for recombination via the IB. With only a few electrons in the IB, the recombination of

electrons from the IB to the VB becomes small, as seen from eq. 10b, and recombination via the IB

becomes a less e�ective process.

As seen from the table, a photo�lled cell is capable of reaching high e�ciencies for concentrated

light, but the e�ciency is lower than for the pre�lled cell for all the three light concentrations in table
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Table 1: Results for a pre�lled cell with Nd/Nib = 0.5 and a photo�lled cell at various light concentra-

tions. Both cells have σci/σiv = 1.

Jsc/X Voc nib/Nib at Vm E�ciency

(mA/cm2) (V) (%)

Photo�lled

10 suns 28.2 1.57 0.05 25.4

100 suns 33.7 1.66 0.14 32.4

1000 suns 41.0 1.75 0.34 41.4

Pre�lled

10 suns 43.9 1.54 0.50 37.9

100 suns 44.0 1.66 0.51 41.2

1000 suns 44.8 1.75 0.57 44.8
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1 and �gure 6. If the value of σci is increased relative to σiv, however, the picture is changing. This

is shown in �gure 7 where calculated e�ciencies for a pre�lled and a photo�lled cell are plotted as

a function of σci/σiv, for X = 100 and X = 1000. With increasing σci/σiv, a smaller population of

IB-electrons is more favourable since that will give more equal absorption coe�cients for transitions

over the two sub-band gaps. For 1000 suns, the photo�lled and pre�lled cells have equal e�ciencies for

σci/σiv = 3.3. The photo�lled cell has a peak e�ciency of 44.7% for σci/σiv ≈ 5. The peak e�ciency

for the pre�lled cell is 45.3% when σci/σiv ≈ 2.

Qualitatively, the same observations can be made for 100 suns illumination, illustrated by the dashed

lines in �gure 7. The number of photogenerated electrons in the IB of the photo�lled cell is now lower

than for 1000 suns illumination. The highest e�ciency for the photo�lled cell is therefore found at a

higher value of σci/σiv, which, for this particular example, is slightly above 10.
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Figure 7: The e�ciencies of a pre�lled and a photo�lled cell as a function of the ratio of the absorption

cross sections.

In �gure 8 the generation and recombination rates involving the IB, integrated over the cell thickness,

are plotted as a function of σci/σiv. The integrated rates are denoted with capital letters, Gci, Giv, Rci

and Riv, and are calculated for a pre�lled cell, with Nd/Nib = 0.5 with the cell voltage set to Vm. The

number of photons in φci is smaller than the number of photons in φvi for the band gaps and the light
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spectrum that are used. The size of φci is therefore a limiting factor regarding the number of electrons

that can be excited from the VB to the CB in a stepwise process via the IB. To harvest as many photons

from φci as possible, αci should be higher than αiv. The optimal value of σci/σiv is therefore above 1. If

this ratio gets too high, however, more electrons are eventually excited over Eci than over Eiv and the

number of electrons excited over Eiv becomes the limiting factor for the stepwise generation process.

To �nd the optimium ratio with respect to cell e�ciency, requires an optimization of the net

generation rate via the IB. In steady state, the net generation rates over each of the sub-band gaps

equal each other (equation (19)), and will also equal the total net generation rate via the IB. We thus

have for the net generation via the IB

Gnet = Giv −Riv = Gci −Rci =
∫ W

0

(
gci − rci

)
dx.

The integrated rates are plotted in �gure 8. For the chosen case, the maximum net generation Gnet

is obtained for σci/σiv = 1.9. For this ratio both the generation and the recombination over Eiv is

larger than the generation and recombination over Eci.
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Figure 8: Generation and recombination rates integrated over the cell width at Vm for X = 1000. The

sum of the generation rates subtracted the sum of the recombination rates peaks at the σci/σiv-ratio

yielding the highest cell e�ciency.
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3.3 Optimal �lling of the IB

For real IB solar cells made of particular materials, the ratio of the absorption cross sections will appear

as a material constant and is not a parameter to be determined by choice. We have seen that for a

particular pre�lling of the IB, i.e. half-�lling, there exists an optimal value of σci/σiv yielding the

highest e�ciency. It will now be shown that for a particular σci/σiv-ratio, there also exist an optimal

pre�lling of the IB, i.e. the �lling that is giving the best combination of generation and recombination

via the IB. The doping of the IB-region should be tuned to this optimal �lling to achieve the highest

possible cell e�ciency.

A plot of the cell e�ciency versus the degree of pre�lling, that is the factor Nd/Nib, for σci/σiv = 1,

is shown in �gure 9 for X = 100 and X = 1000. From the �gure it is seen that the optimal pre�lling

of the IB for the cell in consideration is Nd/Nib = 0.60 at 10 suns and Nd/Nib = 0.65 at 1000 suns.

The reason why the optimal pre�lling deviates from half-�lling follows the same type of argument as

used above when discussing the optimal value of σci/σiv. Since φci is smaller than φiv, it is important

to utilize as many of these photons as possible to optimize the two-step generation process. A �lling of

over 50% gives αci > αiv which ensures that a larger share of φci, than of φiv, is absorbed. But again,

if αiv gets to low, it will eventually cause the generation rate over Eiv to be too small, and the cell

e�ciency will decrease.

The optimal �lling depends on the σci/σiv-ratio. With a larger value of this ratio, the photons in

φci are absorbed more easily and the optimal �lling is reduced. And vice versa, a low ratio leads to a

higher optimal �lling.

Deviations from the optimal �lling gives a larger drop in the cell e�ciency for low light intensities

than for high light intensities. High light concentration will more easily shift the �lling of the IB from

possibly unfavourable levels at thermal equilibrium, to more e�cient levels under illumination. A more

general discussion on how the �lling is a�ected by the light intensity is given in ref. [12] where it is

found that with no restrictions on the cell thickness, and full photon recycling, all pre�llings will lead

to the same limiting e�ciency.
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Figure 9: The cell e�ciency plotted as a function of the degree of pre�lling of the IB. The calculations

are done with σci/σiv = 1.

3.4 Sub-junction voltages and the thickness of the �eld-damping layers

As mentioned in section 2 and illustrated in �gure 3, there is a possible decoupling between the quasi-

Fermi level splits, divided by the elementary charge, V ′
n and V ′

p, and the voltages over the two sub-

junctions, Vn and Vp. In �gure 10, these quantities are plotted at Vm as a function of the pre�lling

factor Nd/Nib for X = 1000 and σci/σiv = 1.

It is seen from �gure 10 that the curves for Vn and Vp crosses the curves for V ′
n and V ′

p, respectively,

for N+
d /Nib = 0.65. The crossing points occurs at the degree of pre�lling that the cell should have

in order to keep the quasi-Fermi level of the IB at its equilibrium position at Vm. This occurs when

the generation and recombination rates via the IB are well balanced, i.e. when (19) is ful�lled, at the

equilibrium �lling. With this pre�lling, any electron excited from the valence band to the intermediate

band will be passed on to the conduction band by a second photon. With higher degrees of pre�lling,

more electrons will be excited to the CB, but not all of these will be accompanied by electrons being

excited to the IB. Instead they will contribute to a reduction of the �lling, and thereby an increased

quasi Fermi level split and recombination rate over Eci. The situation is similar when the �lling is
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lower than the optimal �lling, but now there is an excess number of photons excited over Eiv. The

highest rate for the total stepwise generation process, i.e. the rate of electrons being excited all the way

from the VB to the CB via the IB, is found when the net generation rates over the sub junctions are

balanced at nib = Nd. In such cases no photons are used to support an excess population of carriers

in the IB. The crossing points of the curves in �gure 10 are therefore found at the degree of pre�lling

that yields the highest e�ciency.
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Figure 10: The voltages Vn and Vp over the two junctions plotted as a function of the degree of pre�lling

of the IB. The quasi-Fermi level splits divided by the elementary charge, V ′
n at x = 0 and V ′

p at x = W ,

are plotted as dotted lines. σci/σiv = 1, X = 1000 and V = Vn + Vp = Vm.

When Nd/Nib goes below 0.2 or above 0.8 the curves for the sub-junction voltages bends more and

more. This is due to the fact that an increasing fraction of the electrons in the IB, when going below

0.2, or the holes in the IB, when going above 0.8, has been excited from the valence or conduction

band, respectively. When the �lling of the IB is shifted by the illumination, the carrier concentrations

in the CB and VB, and thus Vp and Vn, are changed to preserve charge neutrality in the IB-region. In

addition, the Fermi level, and thus n0 and p0, is dependent on the degree of pre�lling, which is also

a�ecting the values of the sub-junction voltages, as seen from (14) and (15).

When designing an IBSC one should optimize the thickness of the �eld damping layers. For a highly
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doped p-emitter, the thickness of the �eld-damping layer of n-type is given by [14]

Wn =
[
2ε(Vbi,p − Vp)

qNn

]1/2

, (20)

where Nn is the doping concentration in the �eld-damping layer. A highly doped p-emitter also implies

that Vbi,p equals the di�erence between the equilibrium Fermi level and the valence band edge in the

IB-region. For a cell with Nn = 1 × 1016 cm−3, the optimal thickness of the �eld-damping layer of

n-type at V = Vm is plotted in �gure 11 as a function of the degree of pre�lling. The optimal thickness

of the �eld-damping layer of a photo�lled cell is found to be 0.14µm, which is 10% thinner than for a

pre�lled cell with Nd/Nib = 0.5.
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Figure 11: The optimal thickness of the �eld-damping layer depends on the degree of pre�lling. The

plot is done for the �eld-damping layer of n-type in a cell with σci/σiv = 1 at 1000 suns.

4 Conclusions

A model has been developed that give new insight into the device modelling of intermediate band solar

cells. The model includes photo�lling e�ects and can be used to calculate the carrier concentrations in

all three bands in an intermediate band material as well as the performance of solar cells based on such

materials.
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A photo�lled cell is able to achieve high e�ciencies. In fact, for some cases, a photo�lled cell can

perform better than a pre�lled cell where the equilibrium �lling equals half �lling. Whether an initially

half-�lled or a photo�lled cell gives the highest e�ciency depends on the ratio of the absorption cross

sections and on the light intensity.

Low electron mobility in the IB can lead to a light induced, spatial variation of the electron dis-

tribution in the IB. This will give rise to an electrostatic �eld that will drive electrons in the CB and

holes in the VB in di�erent directions. The shape of the electron distribution in the IB, and thus the

direction of the electrostatic �eld and what directions the carriers will move, will determine whether

the p or n-emitter should be placed at the front surface of the IBSC.

The optimal �lling of the IB is calculated for a particular example. Illumination can drive the �lling

towards the optimal �lling - an e�ect that becomes more important with increasing light intensity.

The importance of optimized pre�lling is therefore less important when the cell is exposed to highly

concentrated light. The optimal pre�lling is shown to equal the pre�lling where the generation rates

over the sub-band gaps are equally large. With such a pre�lling, no photons are used to sustain a

population of excess carriers in the IB.

When illumination is shifting the IB-�lling from its equilibrium value, there will be a split between

the voltages over the sub-junctions and the voltages over the diodes which in an equivalent circuit

represents transitions via the IB.
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A Derivation of the di�usion term in equation (13b)

The derivation made here has been done by one of the anonymous reviewers of this paper and has been

slightly rephrased and adapted to the paper by the authors.

From equation (7) we have
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Eib − EF,ib

kT
= ln(Nib − nib)− ln(nib), (21)

which gives

dEib

dx
− dEF,ib

dx
= − kTNib

nib(Nib − nib)
dnib

dx
. (22)

The electron current density in the IB is given by the gradient of the electrochemical potential of the

electrons in this band, that is

Je,ib = µibnib
dEF,ib

dx
= µibnib

dEib

dx
+ kTµib

Nib

Nib − nib

dnib

dx
, (23)

where equation (22) has been used. With the current density given by equation (23), the continuity

equation for the IB becomes

kTµib

q

d
dx

(
Nib

Nib − nib

dnib

dx

)
+ µib

d(nibF )
dx

+ giv − gci + rci − riv = 0. (24)

The Einstein relation Dib = kTµib/q will thus only be valid if Nib >> nib. If so, equation (13b) will

be similar to equations (13a) and (13c).
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Abstract

The optimal filling of the intermediate band of an intermediate band solar
cell is investigated. Using models based on detailed balance principles, it
is shown that the optimal filling varies with the size of the sub-band gaps,
the absorptivity of the cell, the degree of overlap between the absorption
coefficients as well as the mutual sizes of the absorption cross sections for
transitions over the sub-band gaps. The results of calculations that show
how a non-optimal filling affects the cell efficiency are also presented. In
several cases, a deviation from the optimal filling will only result in small
changes in the efficiency. However, cases where the efficiency is dramatically
reduced due to a non-optimal filling are also identified. For some cases the
negative impact of a non-optimal filling can be reduced by increasing the
absorptivity of the cell, or, the effect of photofilling is significant, increasing
the light concentration.

Keywords: intermediate band solar cell, IBSC, optimal filling, IB-filling,
detailed balance
PACS:

1. Introduction

In the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC), electrons can be excited from
the valence band (VB) to the conduction band(CB) in a two-step process
via an intermediate band (IB) as sketched in figure 1. This allows this type
of solar cells to utilize more of the solar spectrum, resulting in a theoretical

∗Corresponding author. E-mail: strandbe@ntnu.no
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efficiency limit of 63.2 % [1] - significantly higher than the 40.7 % limit of
conventional single band gap photovoltaic cells [2].

For an intermediate band solar cell to work properly, the intermediate
band has to be partially filled with electrons [3, 4, 5]. While some proposals
for promising photovoltaic IB-materials results in a partially filled IB without
the need for any manipulations of the material [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], other
materials, e.g. quantum dot superlattices, have to be partially filled by means
of doping [13]. If the density of electron states in the IB is not too high, the
intermediate band can also be photofilled, i.e. the IB can be sufficiently filled
by electrons that have been photoexcited from the valence band [14].

The optimal filling has recently been calculated for a couple of IBSC-
devices [15], [16]. To our knowledge, no general examination of the optimal
filling has been made so far. In the present work it is investigated how the
optimal filling of the intermediate band in an idealized IBSC varies with band
gaps, the degree of photofilling, absorption cross sections and overlapping
absorption coefficients. What is meant by overlapping absorption coefficients
is shown in figure 1.

The existence of an optimal filling adds another factor to be optimized
when designing IBSCs. This is particularly interesting for materials in which
the filling can be adjusted by doping or other types of manipulation. The
results to be presented are based on models that are idealized with respect
to the energy dependence of the absorption coefficients, the width of the IB
as well as the assumption that the recombination is purely radiative. The
work is therefore to be regarded as an initial study to identify how some basic
parameters affects the optimal filling. More advanced models allowing a more
detailed incorporation of material parameters like the absorption coefficients
will have to be developed in order to determine the optimal filling of real
IBSCs.

It can be argued that when the thickness of an IBSC is unrestricted,
it is not important to optimize the filling of the IB [14]. No matter how
small any non-zero absorption coefficient is, the absorptivity of the cell can
always be made arbitrarily close to 1 by making the cell thicker. When the
absorption coefficients are overlapping or when non-radiative recombination
is present, the optimal absorptivity, and thus the optimal thickness of the
cell, is restricted [17]. The amount of photons absorbed over each of the
sub-bandgaps will then depend on the filling of the IB, which should be
optimized.

The modeling in this paper is divided into three cases: i) non-overlapping
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Figure 1: In intermediate band solar cells, electrons can be excited from the VB to the CB
in two steps via an intermediate band. The absorption coefficients are assumed to have
the energy dependence indicated in the lower part of the figure.
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absorption coefficients without photofilling, ii) non-overlapping absorption
coefficients with photofilling, and iii) overlapping absorption coefficients. The
assumptions made in each case are described in detail in the following section.

In this work, we use the word photofilling to describe the effect when
illumination causes a non-negligible shift in the in the filling of the IB as
compared to in thermal equilibrium. By this definition photofilling can mean
both an increase and a reduction of the filling. This implies a modification of
the use of the word compared to how it has been used in previous work, where
it has denoted the effect where an IB which is practically empty in thermal
equilibrium gets partially filled by photoexcited electrons under operation
of the cell [14, 16]. In cases where photofilling is an issue, it is necessary to
distinguish between the equilibrium filling, which we will denote the prefilling,
and the filling under optimal operation conditions, which is simply denoted
the filling. In cases i) and iii), the filling of the IB is assumed to be clamped
to its value in thermal equilibrium during operation of the cell. This will be
a valid assumption provided that the IB has a high number of states [14, 18].
In these cases the denotation filling is solely used since there is no difference
between the prefilling and the filling.

2. Mathematical models

The mathematical models used in this work are combinations of ap-
proaches to the IBSC theory that have been published previously. These
models include the model used to investigate photofilling of intermediate
bands [14], and the model used to investigate the effect of overlapping ab-
sorption coefficients [17]. The base for these models is the theory of detailed
balance [2, 19]. Certain modifications are done to adapt the models to this
study of the optimal filling.

The first modification is that the relationships between the filling and the
absorption coefficients for transitions from the IB, αci, and transitions to the
IB, αiv, have been incorporated by

αci = αci,0f (1)

and

αiv = αiv,0(1 − f), (2)
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in all three cases i)-iii). f , the occupation factor, has a value between 0
(totally empty) and 1 (completely full) and describes the degree of IB-filling.
αci,0 and αiv,0 are the values that the absorption coefficients will have when
f = 1 or f = 0, respectively. In either case, the absorption coefficients have
a constant value in the energy range where they are non-zero. That is, the
energy range from the respective band gap edge to the next band gap edge
plus the possible overlap (see fig. 1).

In case ii), where photofilling is incorporated, the parameters αci,0 and
αiv,0 are assumed to be proportional to the respective absorption cross-
sections and the density of electron states in the IB, as is done in ref. [14].
That is αci,0 = σciNib and αiv,0 = σivNib.

As argued in the introduction, an optimal filling will only exist when the
thickness of the cell is limited. Instead of introducing the cell thickness as
a parameter, the thickness is limited indirectly through a limitation of the
absorbance of the cell. Being proportional to the absorption coefficients, the
absorbance will have the same dependence on the filling of the IB as the
absorption coefficients. The value of the absorbance related to transitions
between the IB and the CB when αci = 1/2 αci,0, that is when the IB is
half-filled, has been set to 3 unless other is mentioned. This corresponds
to absorption of 95 % of the incoming photons. The absorbance related to
transitions from the VB to the IB has also been set to 3 with a half-filled
IB. The sub-band gap absorbances with a half-filled IB are denoted the main
absorbances in the following. Unless other is mentioned, αci,0 = αiv,0. The
absorbance for transitions directly from the valence band to the conduction
band is set to 10 times the main absorbance for transitions over Eiv.

In case iii), the model for overlapping absorption coefficients derived by
Cuadra et al. [17] has been implemented with the absorption coefficients
being on the form presented above. The absorbance of the cell is assumed
to be independent on the angle of incidence of the incoming light. This
simplifies the modeling of a system with overlapping absorption coefficients
considerably by allowing the use of analytical expressions. This assumption
is also made in case i) and ii).

As in all detailed balance models for the IBSC, the models used here
basically implies finding expressions for the net generation rates to the CB
and VB, equaling these rates and solve the resulting equation together with
∆µcv = ∆µci + ∆µiv. The latter equation states that the sum of the quasi-
Fermi level splittings over the sub-band gaps, has to equal the quasi-Fermi
level splitting over the main band gap, which is related to the cell voltage
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Figure 2: A plot of Φ = ϕci/ϕiv for the 6000 K black body spectrum as a function of the
sub-band gaps.

V through ∆µcv = V/q, where q is the elementary charge. We refer to the
original papers, refs. [14] and [17], for the details involved.

3. Results and discussion

Calculations of the optimal filling have been performed using the 6000 K
black-body spectrum with, unless other is clearly stated, a concentration
factor of 1000. The temperature of the cell is assumed to be 300 K. When
photofilling is included, Nib is set to 1 · 1018 cm3. The index of refraction,
which is a parameter in the modeling of a cell with overlapping absorption
coefficients as in case iii), is set to 3.5.

i) Non-overlapping absorption coefficients without photofilling

The first case to be investigated is IBSCs with the quasi-Fermi level of
the IB clamped to its equilibrium position and non-overlapping absorption
coefficients.

The net generation via the IB is limited by the smallest of the two photon
fluxes allowed to excite electrons over the sub-band gaps. It is therefore of
importance to absorb as many photons from the smallest flux as possible.
Any excess photons absorbed from the larger flux will not increase the net
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Figure 3: The optimal filling for cells with non-overlapping absorption coefficients. The
plot in figure 5 is along the dashed line indicated in this figure.

generation via the IB. Figure 2 shows a plot of the ratio Φ = ϕci/ϕiv for
various band gaps. ϕci is the flux of photons allowed to excite electrons
over Eci, and ϕiv is the flux of photons allowed to excite electrons over Eiv.
The corresponding optimal filling for a cell with non-overlapping absorption
coefficients is shown in figure 3. It becomes clear that the optimal filling is
closely related to the ratio between the fluxes. With a large Φ it is important
to absorb as many photons from ϕvi as possible, leading to a low optimal
filling to maximize the absorption over Evi. With a small Φ, it becomes more
important to absorb as many photons as possible from ϕci, which results in
a higher optimal filling to get a large αci and a good absorption of photons
over Eci.

The efficiencies as a function of the sub-band gaps are plotted in figure
4. The highest efficiencies are found for combinations of band gaps where
Φ is close to one. When Φ is close to one, a balanced net generation is
achieved around half-filling. If αci,0 ≠ αiv,0, the optimal filling will be shifted:
αci,0 < αiv,0 results in a higher optimal filling, and αci,0 > αiv,0 results in a
lower optimal filling, due to the same argument as above: the net generation
rate via the IB should be maximized.

Variations in the optimal filling are also found when the light concentra-
tion is varied. A change in the illumination will maintain the ratio between
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Figure 4: Cell efficiencies with optimal filling of the IB for cells in case i).

the photon fluxes. But increasing the light intensity also means that the opti-
mal cell voltage increases. The dependence of the recombination rates on the
respective quasi-Fermi level splittings will disturb the balance between gen-
eration rates and recombination rates when the light concentration is varied.
Depending on how the ratio between the recombination rates changes with
a variation in the voltage, the optimal filling can both increase and decrease
with a change in the light concentration. If ∂

∂V
(Gci − Rci − Giv + Riv) < 0,

where Gci and Giv are the generation rates and Rci and Riv are the recom-
bination rates over the sub-band gaps, the optimal filling will increase with
the light concentration. If this quantity is positive, the optimal filling will
decrease with the light concentration.

ii) Non-overlapping absorption coefficients and photofilling

If the density of states in the IB is not too high, the illumination can
increase or decrease the filling [14, 18]. To repeat a couple of important
points, in this work the optimal filling in thermal equilibrium will be denoted
the optimal prefilling, to distinguish it from the optimal filling which we
reserve for the filling that gives the highest efficiency when the solar cell
is operated at the maximum power point. Depending on the conditions,
the filling of the IB can both increase or decrease due to the illumination.
The term photofilling is used to describe the deviation between the filling in
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thermal equilibrium and the filling under illumination. There can thus be
both negative and positive photofilling. In the discussion in this subsection
the cells are supposed to be operated at the maximum power point.

Figure 5 shows the optimal prefilling and the optimal filling for a cell
with Nib = 1 · 1018cm−3 and effective densities of states in the CB and VB
Nc = Nv = 2 · 1019cm−3. The total band gap, Ecv is kept constant at 1.8 eV,
which means that the plot is done along the dashed line indicated in figure
3.

The curves for the optimal prefilling and the optimal filling have a crossing
point where there is a perfect match between the number of electrons entering
and leaving the cell at the optimal prefilling. To the left of this point, an
excess number of electrons will enter the IB if the prefilling matches the
optimal filling, resulting in an optimal prefilling that is lower than the optimal
filling. To the right of the crossing point, there is an excess number of
electrons leaving the IB, if the prefilling matches the optimal filling, resulting
in an optimal prefilling that is higher than the optimal filling.

To the right of the crossing point, the curve for the optimal prefilling has
a striking shape. Starting at the crossing point, the curve first reaches a
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local maximum, then a local minimum before it rises steeply and eventually
goes to 1. Between the crossing point and the local maximum, the optimal
prefilling increases. As one moves to the right in this region, the increase
in the net number of electrons leaving the IB, if the prefilling matches the
optimal prefilling, is larger than the reduction of the optimal filling. This is
also the case to the right of the local minimum. Between the local maximum
and the local minimum, the increase in the net number of electrons leaving
the IB if the prefilling matches the optimal prefilling, is smaller than the
change in the optimal filling. Note that the difference between the optimal
prefilling and optimal filling increases all the way due to the increasing Φ.

For Eiv > 1.27 eV, the optimal prefilling reaches 1. For such combinations
of band gaps it is not possible for the cell to achieve the optimal filling. The
illumination removes too many electrons from the IB. The dotted line in
figure 5 shows the best achievable filling. Since the optimal filling can not
be reached, the efficiency is slightly lower than found in case i) for these
particular band gaps. For Evi = 1.35 eV, the difference in efficiency is 0.55
percentage points. For combinations of band gaps where the optimal filling
can be obtained, the efficiency equals the efficiency plotted in figure 4.

In ref. [16] it was found that the optimal prefilling was the one where
the illumination did not change the filling. This turns out to be a mere
coincidence. The combination of band gaps and other parameters resulted in
a situation corresponding to the crossing point in figure 5. It should, however,
be noted that the absence of photon recycling in the model described in [16]
is likely to be of importance when discussing the optimal filling.

The effect of the illumination on the filling of the IB will be reduced if Nib

increases [14]. With higher Nib the optimal prefilling will therefore be closer
to the optimal filling and vice versa. Oppositely, an increase in the light
concentration will increase the effects of photofilling and therefore increase
the difference between the optimal prefilling and the optimal filling. (With,
of course, the exceptions that the optimal prefilling already has one of the
extreme values 0 or 1.)

Figure 6 shows how a deviation from the optimal prefilling will affect the
cell efficiency for a cell where photofilling is not occurring (dashed lines) and
a cell where it is occurring (solid lines). The plot is done for Eiv = 1.3 eV
and Eci = 0.8 eV which is close to the efficiency peak in figure 4. Main
absorbances of 1 and 5 are selected to get more ’extreme’ values than with
the rather moderate absorbance of 3 used earlier in this paper. Plots are also
made for light concentration factors of both 10 and 1000.
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without photofilling (dashed lines) and a cell with photofilling (solid lines) at 10 and 1000
suns. Results are shown for main absorbances of 1 and 5.

When photofilling is occurring, the negative effect of a non-optimal pre-
filling can be reduced since the illumination may push the filling closer to the
optimal. Higher light intensities will increase this effect, as already shown
elsewhere [16]. The possibility of shifting the filling to more favourable levels
is an advantage of cells with a low density of IB-states, as compared to cells
with a large density of IB-states. On the other side, a high absorbance will
also reduce the negative effect of a non-optimal prefilling. Keeping every-
thing else constant, a large density of IB-states will result in large absorption
coefficients. This makes it more likely that absorbances that are sufficiently
high to compensate for a non-optimal filling can be achieved in a cell with a
reasonable thickness.

iii) Overlapping absorption coefficients

When the absorption coefficients are overlapping, additional processes
can occur as compared to in the non-overlapping case. For example, photons
can be absorbed over a smaller band gap than the largest band gap with
energy smaller than the photon energy. When such a transition has taken
place and the resulting electron-hole pair thermalizes, an irreversible loss of
energy has taken place. The extent of such energy losses can be reduced if
the absorption coefficient for transitions over a certain band gap is larger
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Figure 7: The optimal filling for cells with absorption coefficients overlapping with 0.3 eV.

than the absorption coefficients for transitions over all smaller band gaps
[17]. Such a difference between the absorption coefficients also reduces the
irreversible photon recycling processes, i.e. processes where a photon emitted
in a radiative recombination process is reabsorbed over a smaller band gap
leading to an irreversible thermalization loss. The latter processes will also
be reduced if the cell thickness is limited, which is why there exist an optimal
cell thickness when the absorption coefficients are overlapping [17].

Figure 7 shows the optimal IB-filling, as a function of the sub-band gaps,
when the overlap between the absorption coefficients is 0.3 eV. As a general
observation, one can see that the optimal filling is lower than in case i) (see
figure 3), because with overlapping absorption coefficients it is favourable to
reduce αci relative to αvi for most combinations of band gaps when Eci < Eiv.

In the lower right area of figure 7, the requests for a maximized net gen-
eration and minimized irreversible losses, are pulling in the same direction.
The dependence of the optimal filling on the band gaps are therefore showing
the same behaviour as in the lower right area of figure 3, but with the optimal
filling shifted to lower values. In the upper left area, optimizing the filling
with respect to the photon fluxes opposes the optimization with respect the
irreversible losses. The optimal filling is thus a compromise between the two
effects. Note that with overlapping absorption coefficients, the value of Φ
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Figure 8: Efficiencies for cells with absorption coefficients overlapping with 0.3 eV.

is shifted from the values plotted in figure 2. The shift is particularly large
when the difference between Eci and Evi is small.

The cell efficiency with overlapping absorption coefficients is plotted in
figure 8. When moving away from the optimal band gaps, the efficiency does
not decrease as much as in case i). With overlapping absorption coefficients,
a relatively good balance between the generation rates can be achieved for a
larger number of band gap combinations, due to the increased range of photon
energies allowed to excite electrons over each sub-band gap. The position of
the maximum efficiency is shifted slightly towards higher Eci and lower Eiv

because of the shift in Φ, and the resulting shift in what combinations of
band gaps and filling that results in the most balanced generation rates. For
combinations of band gaps near the efficiency peak, the optimal filling is 0.25
to 0.35 for an overlap of 0.3eV.

The dependence of the optimal filling on the degree of overlap is plotted
in figure 9. The plot is made for three combinations of band gaps, marked as
points 1, 2, and 3 in figure 7. For all three points, the optimal filling is shown
to vary rapidly when the overlap increases slightly from 0. For example, for
point 2 the optimal filling drops from 0.63 with no overlap to 0.45 when the
overlap is 0.01 eV. The rapid decline is due to the fact that much of the
photons emitted by the cell have energies close to the band gap energies.
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Much of the negative effects caused by overlapping absorption coefficients
therefore set in at small degrees of overlap.

Point 3 has Eiv = 1.5 eV and Eci = 0.6 eV. This combination of band gaps
maintains a relatively constant ratio between the number of photons allowed
to excite electrons over each sub-band gap when the overlap is increasing.
After a decline for small overlaps, due to the onset of irreversible photon
recycling, the optimal filling stabilizes for larger overlaps. For point 2, with
Eiv = 1.25 eV and Eci = 0.8 eV, the number of photons allowed to excite
electrons over Eci increases relative to the number of photons allowed to
excite electrons over Eiv when the overlap is increasing. Therefore, the curve
for point 2 has a larger decline than the curve for point 3.

For point 1, with Eiv = 1.2 eV and Eci = 1.15 eV, the situation is a bit
different. Here, the difference between the two sub-band gaps is so small
that an overlap between the absorption coefficients is increasing the number
of electrons that can be excited via the IB. An overlap of 0.3 eV between the
absorption coefficients is therefore increasing the efficiency. The irreversible
losses are also less destructive for point 1 than for point 2 and 3, since the
difference between Eiv and Eci is only 0.05 eV. Nevertheless, such losses do
have a negative effect which for small overlaps results in a reduction of the
optimal filling. When the overlap increases, however, the growing number
of photons allowed to excite electrons over Eci makes a higher filling more
favourable because it will lead to a larger net generation via the IB. The
positive effect of a large absorption over Eci outweighs the negative effect of
the irreversible processes.

Figure 10 shows how deviations from the optimal filling affects the cell
efficiency for a cell with Eci = 0.8 eV and Eiv = 1.25 eV (point 2). Having the
right filling is increasingly important with increasing overlap. The larger the
overlap, the more photons will be absorbed over Eci which could have been
absorbed over Evi, if the filling is too high. With an overlap of 1.0 eV, the
efficiency drops over 8 percentage points if the IB is half-filled as compared
to an optimally filled cell. For point 1 (not shown in the figure), it is not as
important as for point 2 to have the optimal filling, because the amount of
energy lost in irreversible processes is smaller.

General discussion

The investigation of the cases i)-iii) have identified several parameters
that can affect the optimal filling. Although some general conclusions can
be made, an uncritical transfer of the numerical results to real cells should
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not be done. For real cells, non-radiative recombination, the width of the
IB [20, 21] and other non-idealities will most likely affect the optimal filling.
The actual energy dependence of the absorption coefficients also needs to be
a part of the modeling before any conclusions can be made regarding the
optimal filling of a particular cell or of cells made of a specific material.

For several cases it has been shown that deviations from the optimal
filling only results in small efficiency degradations. It has also been shown,
however, that cases where a non-optimal filling has a very negative effect on
the cell efficiency, also exist. A real cell can have properties that make it
sensitive to deviations from the optimal filling. This should be noticed when
experimental cell performances are evaluated. A low efficiency can be due to
a non-optimal filling of the intermediate band.

4. Conclusions

Models based on detailed balance principles have been applied to show
that the optimal filling of an intermediate band solar cell depends on the band
gaps, the light concentration, the degree of overlap between the absorption
coefficients as well as the mutual sizes of the absorption cross-sections.

Two effects are identified as main reasons for the existence of an optimal
filling. The first is the optimization of the net generation via the IB. The
net generation is limited by the smallest generation rate over the sub-band
gaps, which should be as large as possible. With non-overlapping absorption
coefficients, maximizing the net generation is determining the optimal filling.
When the absorption coefficients are overlapping, it is also important to re-
duce the losses associated with unfavourable absorption and photon recycling
processes. The optimal filling is thus determined by the combined impact of
the two effects.

It has also been shown that in cases where photofilling is an issue, one has
to adjust the optimal prefilling to obtain the optimal filling during operation
of the cell. Cases have been identified where the optimal filling can not be
reached because the illumination is removing too many electrons from the
IB.

Deviations from the optimal filling is not necessarily detrimental to the
cell performance, but it can be. The negative impact of a non-optimal filling,
is found to depend on the degree of overlap between the absorption coeffi-
cients, the absorptivity of the cell as well as whether photofilling occurs or
not.
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